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This thesis explores novel methods for fabricating organic field effect 
transistors (OFETs) and characterizing OFET devices.   
Transfer printing is a promising process for fabricating organic thin-film 
devices.  In this work, a transfer-printing process is developed for the polymer 
organic semiconductor P3HT.  Pre-patterned P3HT is printed onto different 
dielectrics such as PMMA, polystyrene and polycarbonate. The P3HT layer is spun 
on a smooth silicon interface made hydrophobic by treatment with 
octyltrichlorosilane, which functions as a release layer. This method has distinct 
advantages over standard OFET fabrication methods in that 1) the active layer can be 
pre-patterned, 2) the solvent for the P3HT need not be compatible with the target 
substrate, and 3) the electrical contact formed mimics the properties of top contacts 
but with the spatial resolution of bottom contacts.  
  
 Transparent, conducting films of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are prepared by 
airbrushing, and characterized optically and electronically.  OFETs with CNT films 
as source and drain electrodes are fabricated usingvarious patterning techniques, and 
the organic/CNT contact resistance is characterized.  CNT films make transparent, 
flexible electrodes with contact resistance comparable to that found for Au bottom-
contacted P3HT transistors and comparable to CNT-film bottom-contacted pentacene 
transistors with CNTs deposited by other less flexible methods.  A transparent OFET 
is demonstrated using transfer printing for the assembly of an organic semiconductor 
(pentacene), CNT film source, drain, and gate electrodes, and polymer gate dielectric 
and substrate.   
 The dependence of the conductance and mobility in pentacene OFETs on 
temperature, gate voltage, and source-drain electric field is studied.  The data are 
analyzed by extending a multiple trapping and release model to account for lowering 
of the energy required to excite carriers into the val nce band (Poole-Frenkel effect). 
The temperature-dependent conductivity shows activated behavior, and the activation 
energy is lowered roughly linearly with the square-root of electric field, as expected 
for the Poole-Frenkel effect.  The gate voltage dependence of the activation energy is 
used to extract the trap density of states, in good agreement with other measurements 
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Historical Perspective/ Foreword 
 
The applications for transparent conductive coatings  areas such as liquid 
crystal displays, touch screens, photovoltaics, etc. are driving research in materials 
which may replace the industry standard, indium tin oxide (ITO).  ITO and other 
inorganic oxides are not solution processable and requi e expensive vacuum systems 
to deposit while carbon nanotubes, conducting polymers, and graphene oxide can be 
deposited using solution methods such as airbrushing and inkjet printing.  A good 
figure of merit for the performance of these materils s the sheet resistance of the 
films at 80% transparency.   
Sprayed carbon nanotube thin films have already been proven to have a sheet 
resistance (70-80 Ω/sq) close to that of ITO (4-5 Ω/sq)[1].  Many companies are 
fabricating and distributing carbon nanotubes currently including Carbon Solutions, 
Unidym, Iljen Nanotech, and Cheap Tubes.  Since 2007, a company called Eikos has 
been developing and marketing carbon nanotube inks for transparent, conductive 
coatings.  It is likely, that carbon nanotube thin film coatings will soon follow.  One 
of the main challenges to making use of carbon nanotube thin films is their surface 
roughness; however, methods such as electrophoretic deposition may overcome this 
problem[2].  Conducting polymers such as those developed by TDA research have a 
higher sheet resistance (1 kΩ/sq)  than carbon nanotube films but form relatively 
smooth films and are commonly used to develop organic light-emitting diodes, an 
emerging technology that has been in use in cell phones for many years.  Finally, the 




oxide[refs].  Graphene, a single atomic plane of graphite, is  a novel 2-D material in 
which electrons behave like massless Dirac fermions.  Graphene field-effect devices 
have already demonstrated field-effect mobility comparable to that seen in carbon 
nanotubes[3].  A single graphene sheet has transparency greater than 97%[4] and 
conductivity as low as 30 Ohms/sq. at room temperature[3].  Currently the 
development of large-area thin films of graphene is in its infancy.  Solution 
processing methods have focused on graphene oxide, produced by oxidizing graphite 
in the presence of sulfuric acid.  Graphene oxide can be processed into thin films and 
then reduced using chemical treatments and annealing (400 °C) under argon to form 
transparent conductive coatings.  These coatings are much higher in sheet resistance 
(~100 kOhms/sq) than carbon nanotube films.  
   Organic semiconductors are typically solution processable and recent 
progress with polythiophenes has lead to the development of a solution processable 
air-stable, p-type, organic semiconductor with charge carrier mobility of ~1 
cm2/Vs[3].  These materials are too costly to compete wi h silicon in the market place 
but may find applications where low cost, low performance, flexible electronics are 
needed.  Applications for organic semiconductors include photovoltaics, sensors, and 
transistors for displays and radio frequency identification tags.  Photovoltaics appears 
to be the most likely application for organic semiconductors but efficiency is still low.  
From a purely physics perspective, debate about the types of disorder present in these 
materials still continues and more experiments still have to be done to understand 
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1.  General Introduction 
1.1 Historical development and applications of organic 
semiconductors and carbon nanotubes 
In 1963, Weiss et al. reported passive high conductivity in iodine-"doped" 
oxidized polypyrrole. While not generally acknowledg , this is the first report of 
modern highly-conductive polyacetylenes and related linear-backbone “polymer blacks” 
or melanins. They achieved a resistivity of 1 Ωcm. The authors also described the effects 
of iodine doping on conductivity in polypyrrole.  In later papers, they achieved 
resistivities as low as 0.03 Ω cm, on the order of present-day efforts. Organic conductors 
were first utilized by Xerox to assist in the reproduction of printed materials in the 1960s.  
In 1977, Heeger, MacDiarmid, and Shirakawa fabricated a conducting polymer device 
using oxidized polyacetylene[5] and were subsequently awarded the Nobel prize in 
chemistry in 2000.  This work provided insight into the chemistry of π bonded 
macromolecules and allowed condensed matter physicists to further explore models of 
the metal-insulator transition introduced by Mott and Anderson and the Peierls instability 
in 1-D materials (also known as a charge density wave).  It also stimulated a huge 
research effort on conjugated organic materials.  McGinness et al. reported an organic 
electronic device in 1974[6]. They achieved a high conductivity "ON" state and hallmark 
negative differential resistance in DOPA melanin, an oxidized copolymer of 
polyacetylene, polypyrrole, and polyaniline.   
Since then, new organic semiconductors such as polythi phenes, poly(p-
phenyline vinyline), and other polyacetylenes and small molecules containing aromatic 
hydrocarbons such as anthracene, pentacene, rubrene, and fullerenes have been 
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synthesized.  In 1996, Zhenan Bao et al. examined the ideal casting solvent for the spin 
casting of poly(3-hexyltiophene) (P3HT) and established a simple recipe to fabricate 
P3HT transistors with mobility greater than 0.01 cm2/(Vs)[7].  This paper stimulated a 
great deal of research into polythiophene based transistors.    
From an application standpoint, researchers in the field of organic electronics 
have endeavored to combine the electrical and optical properties of metals and 
semiconductors with the processability of organic molecules.  These efforts have led to 
the fabrication of field-effect transistors on flexible, plastic substrates, at low cost, and 
over large areas[8], solar cells with > 6% efficieny[9], chemical sensors to detect nerve 
agents and explosives[10], devices exhibiting magnetoresistance[11], and  
photosensors[12,13]. The greatest recent commercial success has probably been in the 
area of organic-light emitting diodes (OLEDs) that are commonly used in cell-phones and 
most recently in Sony’s™ first OLED television (Sony model XEL-1).   
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are another promising material fo  thin film electronics 
applications.  CNTs were first discovered in 1991 by S. Iijima[14].  Initially, most of the 
scientific attention focused on the properties of individual nanotubes.  Metallic carbon 
nanotubes could be incorporated into single-electron transistors exhibiting quantum 
effects even at room temperature[15].  Ballistic transport in nanotubes 25 µm long make 
them ideal candidates for interconnects[16].  Semiconducting carbon nanotubes may 
replace silicon based transistors in the future on account of their high field effect 
mobilites (100,000 cm2/Vs[17]).  In 2004, Wu et al. demonstrated that nanotubes could 
be used to produce transparent conductive films[18] and soon thin films of nanotubes 
were being investigated as replacements for indium t n oxide coatings[19] due to their 
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lower cost involved in processing the carbon nanotubes.  These films can have been used 
as coatings in solar cells[20,21] and in organic light emitting diodes[22]. 
1.2 Layout of thesis 
 In Chapter 1, I will first introduce the most commonly used organic 
semiconductors and the structural disorder present in thin-films of the organic 
semiconductors studied in this thesis: pentacene and poly(3-hexylthiophene).  Next, I 
discuss the models that have been applied to understanding charge transport in disordered 
organic semiconductors.  As will be shown, these models are constrained by the field, 
temperature, and gate voltage dependence of the experimentally measured mobility.  I 
describe organic field-effect transistors and how the field-effect mobility of the organic 
semiconductor can be extracted from measurements of the drain current in these devices. 
I conclude the chapter with a discussion of the electronic properties of single-walled 
carbon nanotubes and the electronic transitions present in these systems.  
 In Chapter 2, I investigate the methods used to transfer print the polymer 
semiconductor poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) with special attention to the control of the 
adhesion of the P3HT layer to different substrates using surface treatments.  A method to 
determine the surface energy of a substrate using co ta t angle measurements is utilized 
to predict the adhesion of P3HT.  I compare the performance of P3HT transistors 
fabricated by transfer printing onto several polymer substrates to that achieved with 
reference devices on SiO2/Si and discuss the cause of the enhanced performance of 
transfer printed devices. 
Chapters 3 and 4 deal with the use of carbon nanotubes films as transparent 
conductors to make electrical contacts to organic semiconductors.  In Chapter 3, I discuss 
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methods to disperse carbon nanotubes in solution and the importance of surfactant 
concentration, carbon nanotube type, and sonication/centrifugation.  A technique for 
gauging the effect of these variables on CNT dispersibility is described and a recipe is 
given for the fabrication of thin films of carbon nanotubes by airbrushing which reduces 
flocculation and is compatible with both silicon and organic substrates.  The benefits of 
optimizing the type of nanotubes and sonication/centrifugation parameters to lower sheet 
resistance for a given transparency are also discussed.     
In Chapter 4, I discuss the fabrication of P3HT andpentacene organic field-effect 
transistors on silicon substrates whose source/drain electrodes are composed of thin films 
of airbrushed carbon nanotubes, as described in Chapter 3.  I compare the contact 
resistance and mobility of CNT-contacted devices to reference devices on SiO2/Si, and to 
other OFETs incorporating nanotubes as electrodes in the literature. Furthermore, I 
demonstrate the fabrication of a flexible, transparent OFET on a polymer substrate that 
utilizes the films of carbon nanotube for gate, source, and drain electrodes.   
 In Chapter 5, I discuss electric field, gate voltage, and temperature dependence of 
the conductance of pentacene thin-film transistors.  The dependences are consistent with 
the Poole-Frenkel effect in which the activation barrier for trapped charges is lowered by 
an electric field.  The origin of the Poole-Frenkel effect in pentacene is discussed. The 
gate voltage and temperature dependence of the condu tance is also used to extract the 
density of states as a function of activation energy for the pentacene thin film.       
1.3 Organic semiconductors 
Organic semiconductors are materials composed of organic molecules whose 
conductivity can be tuned by doping.  Organic molecul s contain carbon; however, 
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materials which are composed almost entirely of carbon such as diamond, graphite, and 
carbon nanotubes are not considered to be organic semiconductors.  Organic 
semiconductors are molecular crystals composed of organic molecules with a high level 
of pi-bond conjugation.  These molecules are loosely bound together by van der Waals 
forces, not covalent bonds, and are typically oligomers or relatively larger conjugated 
polymers.   
Oligomers are molecules made up of smaller pi-conjugated molecules such as aromatic 
rings e.g. benzene, thiophene, pyrroles, furan, etc. and unsaturated linear ones such as 
acetylene.  The aromatic rings are either fused as in the acenes, or linked by linear 
molecules which maintain the conjugation throughout the backbone as in sexithiophene.  
Among the acenes, pentacene (see Figure 1) has received the most attention.  Smaller 
acenes form more disordered crystals while larger on s are limited by chemical 
instability; while pentacene has been extensively investigated due to its relatively weak 
reactivity with oxygen to form pentacenequinone, hexac ne has generated relatively little 
interest because of its high reactivity to oxygen.   
 
Figure 2.1  Pentacene molecule 
 
1.3.1 Pentacene 
Pentacene forms a triclinic crystal structure with two molecules per unit cell as in 
Figure 2.2.  The molecules arrange in a herringbone pattern.  Four crystal polymorphs of 
pentacene have been observed, distinguished by the spacing between layers in the crystal.  
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The first two polymorphs are the “single-crystal phase” (observed in vapor-phase-grown 
single crystal pentacene) and “bulk phase” (observed in thick films of vapor-deposited 
pentacene), while the other two polymorphs are referr d to as “thin-film phases”.  
Polymorph III is observed only on kapton or NaCl sub trates[23].  Films discussed in the 
thesis will always be of polymorph IV which has , b, and c axis spacings of 7.5, 5.92, 
and 15.35 Å, respectively.  Studies of the film morphology of pentacene on silicon 
dioxide using x-ray diffraction of the film indicate a shift from the thin film phase 
towards the bulk phase of the material with an increase in film thickness.  In films of 
pentacene thicker than 8 nm, the first 8 nm of pentacene deposited is in the thin-film 
phase while the rest is in the bulk phase[24].  Interestingly, the thin-film phase has been 
shown to have field-effect mobility greater than that of the single crystal or bulk 





Figure 2.2  Herringbone motif 
   
1.3.2 Conjugated polymers including regio-regular poly(3-
hexylthiophene) 
 Conjugated polymers are much larger than oligomers  microns in length  and 
contain thousands of repeat units.  They are typically soluble in organic solvents and 
sometimes, as in the case of macromolecular salts like poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) 
poly(styrenesulfonate), soluble in aqueous solvents.  A promising semiconducting 
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polymer discovered in the late 1990s is regioregular P3HT which is soluble in chlorinated 
solvents.  The term regioregular refers to the fact that the hexyl groups, represented by 


























Figure 2.3  Various regioisomers of P3HT where HT stands for head to tail, TT stands for tail to tail, 
and HH stands for head to head.  The HT-HT is the only regioisomer present in pure regioregular 
P3HT.    
 
On SiO2/silicon substrates, the plane of the P3HT molecule was found to be 
perpendicular to the plane of the surface and form films in which the molecules are 
parallel to one another (See Figure 2.4).  This produces favorable pi-orbital overlap and 
leads to higher mobility within the plane of overlapping pi-orbitals.  In addition, the alkyl 
groups of adjacent molecules interdigitate and thereby form well ordered structures (See 
Figure 2.4).  The molecular structure of regio-regular P3HT has more recently been 
modified to achieve the optimum spacing between the alkyl groups for maximum 
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interdigitation while only slightly disrupting the pi-conjugated network.  This increases 
stability without decreasing mobility.  This has led to the development of poly[2,5-bis(3-
alkylthiophen-2-yl)thieno(3,2-b)thiophene] PBTTT (See Figure 2.5). 
  
Figure 2.4  Vertical stack of regio-regular P3HT chains shown from two different perspectives 
(reprinted from [26]) with crystal spacing  a=16.8 Å, b=7.66 Å, c=7.7 Å [26]. 
 
 
Figure 2.5  Repeating unit of poly[2,5-bis(3-alkylthiophen-2-yl)thieno(3,2-b)thiophene] PBTTT where 




1.4 Disorder in Organic Semiconductors 
While single crystal materials are the simplest to understand and have the best 
electronic properties, single crystal organic semiconductors are unlikely to be fabricated 
in sizes suitable for applications, and are extremely fragile.  Hence, the study of thin films 
of organic semiconductors is of practical interest.  Organic films deposited from solution 
or sublimed in an evaporation chamber will typically be polycrystalline, with grain 
boundaries and other defects.  In organic semiconductors composed of small molecules 
like pentacene or sexithiophene the disorder giving rise to these localized states is due to 
the noncrystalline organization of molecules, occurring primarily at the interface between 
two crystal grains.  In the case of polymer semiconductors, the interruption of 
conjugation within an individual polymer chain introduces an additional source of 
disorder.  Models of conduction in organic thin-films typically assume that localized 
states induced by disorder play an important role.   
1.5 Hopping in Disordered Materials 
1.5.1 Miller Abrahams conductance 
To understand hopping in disordered materials, an introduction to Miller 
Abrahams (MA) conductance and its incorporation into a model accounting for the 
density of states in these materials is necessary.  Fi st consider the net hopping rate 
between two sites.  These two sites may in general b  separated spatially as well as 
energetically.  The site could be a segment of a conjugated polymer or the grain 
boundaries of a polycrystalline film.     
The net hopping rate between site i and j has the form: 
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 (1 ) (1 )ij i j ij j i jiI f f f fω ω= − − −  (1.1) 
where fi is the Fermi function for the probability of occupying a state with energy Ei 
given by  
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and ωij is the transition rate from state i to state j.  Given that hopping is a tunneling 
process, the rates are expected to be exponentially dependent on the distance Rij between 
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where α- is influenced by the shape of the potential barrier which correlates with the 
wave function overlap between the two sites. When a field is applied, and 
i j kTµ µ− << while all other energy differences are greater than kT, then the 
conductance is approximately  
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which is known as the Miller-Abrahams conductance (MAC).  Here, 0G is a 
proportionality factor which accounts for the conductance within a site. 
1.5.2 Mott’s simplification   
In an actual disordered material, there are many sites available for hopping.  Mott 
followed a approach similar to hat leading to the MAC to model conductivity in a 
disordered system (for a review, see J. van Hapert[27]).  Mott proposed a simple model 
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which ignored occupation probabilities and assumed that only carriers with and energy 
within kT of the Fermi level contribute to transport.  In this model, the probability of 
hopping from site i to site j depends on the distance of the hop, Rij, and the difference in 
energy of the two sites, Ej-Ei:[27]   
 ( )
( )
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Figure 2.6  Effect of electric field on the 2D range.  The application of a negative electric field (red) 
causes the position of the minimum 2D range to shift to the right. 
 
Therefore, it is more likely for a charge carrier to hop to a site that is closer and has a 
lower energy.  Hopping rate increases with site proximity and energy decrease, however 
the number of low energy sites increases with hopping d stance.    Mott’s great insight 
was that there is an optimal hopping distance that c racterizes hopping.  It can be 
inferred that Mott realized that it was the hopping to higher energy levels which limits the 
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conductivity and is of greatest importance.  The optimal hopping distance is found by 
determining the most probable hop.  The most probable hop is that hop which minimizes 
the exponent in Eqn. (1.5) for Ej - Ei > 0, defined as the 2D range, ijℜ .  The distance of 
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where Nµ  is the density of states at the Fermi level.  This t eory is described as variable 
range hopping.  In the presence of a weak electric field ( | | | |ijeR F eRF kT•
 
≪ ≪ ), the 
effect of the electric field can be approximated by the difference in probability for 
hopping with or against the direction of the field[27] and the effect of the field on the 
optimal hopping distance can be ignored.  The current d nsity is then 
 ( )2 exp sinhph nn eR Fj eR N kT kTµ υ
′ ′ ′−ℜ  
 
∼  (1.7) 
where nn′ℜ represents the minimized 2D range averaged over conse utive hops and 
phν the hopping rate.  Using ,  sinh
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where T0 is a constant.  Hapert[27] did not derive a mobility from the model described 
but it is easy to determine that all of the charge carriers are within 2kT  of the chemical 
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where ( )N µ is the density of states at the chemical potential and 0 0 and Tσ  are constants 
that depend on the transmission coefficient between sit s and ( )N µ .  Here it has been 
assumed the density of states has no energy dependence which is valid when the density 
of states does not vary exponentially on an energy scale comparable to kT.  (This 
assumption will be revisited in the discussion of the Vissenberg-Matters model below.)  
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where 0µ is a temperature independent constant.   
At electric fields so high that | |eRF W>> , where j iW E E= − , hopping is no 
longer necessary as the energy gained by the field more than compensates the energy 
difference between sites.  In this regime, the optimal hopping distance is approximately 
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where F0 is a constant.   
1.5.3 Vissenberg and Matters model 
Vissenberg and Matters[28] developed a model that accounts for the energy 
dependence of the localized density of states in the material.  They used the MA 
conductance to weight the conductance of each site in the material and then used the 
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results of percolation theory to determine the conductivity and mobility.  They calculated 
the Fermi energy based on an exponential density of states (an approximation to the tail 
of a Gaussian) and used percolation theory to extract the critical percolation conductance.  
The exponential density of states,  
 0 0
( ) exp      ( 0)
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includes a constant, T0, which influences the decay of the density of states and Nt is the 
number of states per unit volume.  The characteristic jump is an activated one since there 
are always many states at higher energies and close by, in contrast to the Mott theory in 
which the distance and energetic cost were equally important.  The conductivity has the 
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 (1.14) 
Here Bc is the ratio of “bonds” to sites in the material at the critical conductance.  Here a 
“bond” is formed if the conductance between two sites s greater than a critical value.  
For 3D amorphous materials, Bc =2.8 [29].  The overlap factor is denoted as α , as in the 
Mott theory, EF is the Fermi energy, δ is the fraction of occupied states, and 0σ is the 
limiting conductivity at high temperature.  In bulk material, the mobility could be found 
by dividing the conductivity by the charge density.  In a thin-fillm transistor, the 
accumulated charge density depends on the gate-induced potential, V(x), which depends 
on the distance x from the semiconductor-insulator interface.  The field and voltage 
distribution is determined under the assumption that t e drain voltage is small and source 
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is grounded.  By solving Poisson’s equation under th  assumption that V(x) =0 far from 
the interface the field-effect mobility is  
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(1) 
Here the mobility is determined by three parameters: α, T0, and s0. Fits were performed 
by Vissenberg and Matters to experimental data for  polythienylene vinylene (PTV)-
based BC OFET, and a pentacene BC OFET.  The field-effect mobility of these devices 
was determined by fitting the dependence of transcoductance on gate voltage in a 
separate study (See Brown et al.[30]).   The mobility of the pentacene devices was two 
orders of magnitude higher than the mobility of the PTV devices.  Despite this difference, 
Vissenberg and Matters were able to fit the temperature and gate voltage dependence of 
the field-effect mobility for both materials from Vg = -5 to -15 V and T = 200 to 330 K 
(for PTV) and 125 to 330 K (for pentacene) by varying the three parameters α, T0, and 
s0.  The Vissenberg and Matters model could account for the gate voltage dependence of 
the activation energy that was observed for pentacee and PTV.  Meijer, et al. used the 
same model to successfully explain the temperature-dependent mobility in P3HT, 
pentacene, and PTV[31].  In general, the Vissenberg and Matters model predicts an 
Arrhenius like temperature dependence of the mobility that agrees with observations for 
many organics.  However, the three parameters (α, T0, and s0) are difficult to predict a 
priori, and hard to correlate with physical properties[32].  
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1.5.4 Charge carrier transport in more ordered materials 
 Small pi-conjugated molecules, oligomers, like pentacene and sexithiophene form 
more ordered films than polymers.  The disorder in oligomers films is thought to 
originate largely in the grain boundaries between crystalline regions rather than 
throughout the material itself.  There is a polymer which has been reported in 2006 that 
has large crystalline grains (100 microns or more)[33] exhibiting order comparable to that 
seen in oligomers.  The models of carrier transport discussed here are expected to apply 
to this polymer as well.  
In these more ordered materials, charge carrier transport is dominated by free 
carriers within a delocalized band (band-like conduction) while the Fermi level is 
determined by the density of localized states or “traps”.  Localized carriers in traps are 
not considered to participate in transport, but the fre  carriers must be activated or 
“released” for traps in order for conduction to occur, and this general class of models is 
referred to as “multiple trap and release”.  The modeling of charge carrier transport in this 
regime is analogous to transport in amorphous silicon.    
Within the multiple trap and release model, trapping can be thought of as reducing 
the measured mobility even though the actual mobility of the charge carriers in the grains 








µ µ( =  (1.15) 
where Nmob is the number density of mobile carriers and Ntot is the total density of carriers 
(both trapped and mobile).   
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The density of states in these materials reflects the higher degree of order present.  
A simple application of this theory was used by Murgat oyd to model activation in 
amorphous silicon[34].  The presence of dopants introduces localized states, called “trap 
states”, in the gap at a single energy level.  Activation results from carriers being excited 
from this energy level to the band.  In Street and Salleo’s paper on transport in 
poly(quaterthiophene)[32] they assumed the presence of an exponential density of trap 
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Models which incorporate a band often show activated b havior because there is a clearly 
defined activation between the Fermi level and the band.  The dependence of the 
activation energy on gate voltage is explained by movement of the Fermi energy through 
the localized trap states by changing  the gate voltage.   
1.5.5 Polarons 
Heeger demonstrated that charge carriers could minimize their energy by locally 
deforming the lattice as in poyacetylene[5].  This lattice deformation may extend over 
just one molecule or may be delocalized over several molecules, depending on the 
relative size of the localization energy, EL and the electronic intermolecular interaction 
J[23]. When J < EL, the polaron is localized on a single molecule.  For J ~ EL the polaron 
is delocalized over several molecules.  For J > EL , the coupling to the lattice can be 
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τµ =  (1.17) 
where τ is the relaxation time and m* is the effective mass.  Polarons represent a 
distortion in the lattice, so the associated energy levels split off from the HOMO and 
LUMO level.  As the charge carriers move, the lattice distortion moves with them.  
Therefore, polarons can contribute to the current unlike the charge trapped at the grain 
boundaries in the multiple trapping and release model.  Models incorporating polaron 
theory have been applied to polymers[35]as well as oligomers[23].  
    
1.6 Summary of transport in disordered organic 
semiconductors 
 It is likely that a complete description of transport in organic field-effect 
transistors over temperatures from 4 K to room temprature may include electric field-
driven tunneling at very low temperatures, hopping transport at higher temperatures 
where there is not enough energy to excite carriers to a mobility edge, and, at yet higher 
temperatures, multiple trapping and release in which the conduction between localized 
states becomes irrelevant compared to that taking place in the band.  Street and Salleo 
suggest that this description describes transport in poly(quaterthiophene) based 
OFETs[32].  The clearest method for distinguishing hopping transport from band-like 
transport would be to make a measurement sensitive to localization.  A Hall resistance 
measurement might distinguish between localized and delocalized carriers since localized 
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carriers would not be free to move and so would produce a smaller Hall voltage.  
However, the expected signal in such a measurement is weak.  In this thesis, the 
temperature, gate voltage, and field-dependence of the mobility are studied through 
measurements of transistors that have been fabricated in unusal ways with non-standard 
electrodes and measurement techniques.  Transport will be explained with the simplest 
model that is physically plausible.  The charge density, temperature and field dependence 
of the mobility and conductivity at a specified gate voltage will be explained. 
 
1.7 Organic field-effect transistors 
1.7.1 Contact geometry 
Organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) are field-ffect transistors whose semiconductor 
layer is made of an organic semiconductor.  They ar usually fabricated in two different 
configurations, top contact and bottom contact (seeFigure 2.7).  In top contact 
transistors, the source and drain electrodes, S and D, are deposited on top of the organic 
semiconductor; for bottom contact transistors the deposition order is reversed. Finally, 
planar contact geometry can be thought of as a special case of the bottom contact 
geometry in which the electrodes are flush with the dielectric.  The source and drain 
electrodes are typically made of a high work function metal such as gold or platinum.  
The dielectric used must be as close to an ideal insu ator as possible and have a smooth 
surface so as not to disturb the morphology of the semiconductor on top of it.  Ideally, the 
dielectric should be free of charge traps.  A dielectric with a high dielectric constant is 
also favorable since the voltage necessary to induce charge into the semiconductor is 
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inversely proportional to dielectric constant.  OFETs reported in the literature often 
utilize dielectrics that are thicker (greater than 100 nm) than those used in commercially 
available silicon based transistors due to concerns over gate leakage currents.  The gate of 
the OFET must conduct well and be easily accessible.  A silicon wafer composed of 
doped silicon with its native oxide, silicon dioxide, is routinely used as a gate and 
dielectric in OFETs because silicon dioxide has a high breakdown field and polished 
















Figure 2.7  Contact geometries of OFETs 
1.7.2 Flat band voltage 
Typically, the work function of the gate and organic semiconductor will not be 
equal, so a transfer of charge between the gate and the semiconductor will occur until 
their Fermi levels are equilibrated.  This occurs after the fabrication of the transistor as 
soon as a conductive pathway is formed between the S/D electrodes and the gate.  Charge 
does not flow through the insulator but is able to flow when the gate and source electrode 
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are connected.  If the gate is a metal with work function MΦ smaller than the work 
function of a p-type organic semiconductor SΦ , then as the two materials approach 
thermal equilibrium, negative charge will be transferred from the gate to the organic 
semiconductor producing a voltage difference between th  two (Figure 2.8a).  This 
coincides with bending of the conduction band EC  and the valence band EV away from 
the Fermi level in the semiconductor EFS.  When the metal gate and semiconductor are in 
thermal equilibrium, the Fermi level in the metal EFM is equal to the Fermi level in the 
semiconductor.  The bending of the valence band away from the Fermi level in the 
semiconductor is associated with depletion of holes near the semiconductor-dielectric 
interface resulting in a net negative layer of fixed charge density in the semiconductor 
(see the bottom of Figure 2.8a). 
The flat band voltage is simply the difference between the metal  work function 
and semiconductor work function: 
 FB M SV = Φ − Φ  (1.18) 
By applying a voltage to the gate equal to the flat band voltage, VFB, the charge stored on 
the MOS capacitor as a result of the work function difference can be removed (Figure 
2.8b).  When the gate voltage is lowered below the flat band voltage, the hole density in 
the semiconductor is enhanced especially near the semiconductor-dielectric interface.  
This is referred to as the accumulation region (Figure 2.8c).  As the voltage on the gate is 
made more positive than the flat band voltage, a thin s eet of positive charge is formed at 
the metal while a layer of negatively charged acceptors extends into the semiconductor 
from its surface.  The layer of charged acceptors is called the depletion layer because it is 
depleted of mobile charge.  Thus, a depletion region is formed in the semiconductor.  
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This coincides with the bending of the conduction ba d towards the Fermi level in the 
vicinity of the semiconductor/dielectric interface.  In a silicon MOSFET, the gate voltage 
could be increased further until the charge carrier density is inverted in a thin layer near 
the semiconductor-dielectric interface.  Most organic field-effect transistors, however, are 
































































































































Figure 2.8  Energy band diagrams for different gate voltage values (a) VG=0 (b) VG=VFB (c) VG<VFB 




1.7.3 Transistor equations 
In a p-type silicon MOSFET the local free charge density (per unit area) is given 
by the capacitance of the oxide, Cox, the local potential, V, and the threshold voltage, VT,   
 ( )free ox G TQ C V V V= − − −  (1.19) 
and using the relationship between the drain current, ID,  electric field, F, channel width, 
W, and mobility µ 
 ( )( )D freeI WQ Fµ=  (1.20) 
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 (1.21) 
where L is the channel length, VD the drain voltage, and the source, VS, is grounded. The 
dependence of drain current on drain voltage can be characterized by regions depending 
on the size of drain voltage. The first region (VG - VT < VD < 0) is the linear region, so 
called because for small drain voltages the current d pends linearly on the drain voltage.  
The second region (VD < VG - VT < 0) is referred to as the saturation region, since the 
current “saturates”, i.e. does not increase with increasing drain voltage (Figure 2.9). 
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Figure 2.9  Drain current vs. drain voltage at fixed gate voltages for an OFET exhibiting the linear 
and saturation regions. 
1.7.4 Field-Effect Mobility   
The simplest method of measuring field-effect mobility s by sweeping the drain 
voltage while fixing the gate voltage value and measuring the drain current during the 
sweep.  The process is then repeated at different gate voltages.  From Eqn. (1.21) we can 












By fitting the drain current vs. drain voltage curves for each gate voltage measured  (in 
the linear regime) we can plot  the left side of  Eqn. (1.22), the conductance, vs. gate 
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voltage.  The field-effect mobility can then be determined from the slope of a fit to the 
conductance vs. gate voltage.  
1.7.5 Threshold Voltage and Onset Voltage 
In an OFET, typically ID(VG, VD) roughly obeys the transistor equations.  However, for a 
conventional p-type inversion mode MOSFET V  is defined as the gate voltage that 
induces a hole density at the semiconductor-dielectric interface equal to the electron 
density in the bulk of the semiconductor, far from this interface.  For an OFET, VT is 
defined as the gate voltage at which all deep traps in the semiconductor are filled and 
thermal activation of carriers to the transport leve  (the band edge) begins to play a major 
role in conduction.  Roughly speaking, for VG <VT, the traps can be considered to be filled 
and additional accumulated carriers are free[36]; in actuality, an equilibrium between 
trapped and untrapped carriers exists.  Therefore, VT  can be considered to be the point at 
which the free charge density would extrapolate to zero, i.e. at large free charge density 
Eqn. (1.19) is obeyed.  In the literature VT is typically extracted by extrapolating a linear 
fit of DI vs. GV  to ID=0.  Ideally, the linear fit to DI vs. GV   should be preformed 
over the region where D G TV V V< − .  However, this requires knowledge of VT, which is 
determined by the linear fit.  Therefore, a self-consistent method can be used to determine 
VT as follows.  First, the threshold voltage is set to 0 V, and a fit of DI vs. GV  with 
D G TV V V< −  is performed, with a new VT found as the point of intersection of the fit line 
with 0DI = .  Once the new VT is determined, the linear fit is performed again over the 
new range D G TV V V< − .  This iteration leads to a threshold value which converges.  I 
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ended the iteration when subsequent threshold values deviate by less than 1 V.  The 
process is illustrated below: 



























Figure 2.10  Method of extracting the threshold voltage by convergence 
The advantage of this method is that it is well grounded in MOSFET theory and 
leads to a threshold voltage that utilizes all data both in the saturation regime and for 
which VG < VT.  This procedure sidesteps a common error illustrated in Figure 2.11.  If 
data had been taken from -30 V to 0 V, and the fitting is performed over the domain -30 
to -26 V, then a threshold voltage of -15 (labeled VT2) is reported.  If more data were 
taken, including gate voltages down to -40 V, and the domain -40 to -36 V was used, a 
threshold of -18 (labeled VT1) is found. 
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Fit from -40 to -36 Volts
Fit from -30 to -26 Volts















Figure 2.11  A demonstration of the ambiguity present in extracting threshold voltage from a fixed 
voltage range. 
This problem arises because the gate voltage dependnce of the mobility has not 
been taken into account in the standard MOSFET model[37].  In  OFETs, the mobility 
typically increases as |VG| grows larger, resulting in a supralinear relationship 
between DI  and GV  which makes an unambiguous determination of the threshold 
voltage impossible.  In addition, the oxide capacitance used here is relatively small 
resulting in a rather small subthreshold swing although this can be improved using 
hydroxyl-free dielectrics.  
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Figure 2.12  A semilog plot of the onset of saturation current vs. gate. 
   
The onset voltage, also known as the “turn on” or “switch on” voltage, is defined 
as the gate voltage at which the semiconductor laye becomes fully depleted[36] and the 
drain current is at a minimum.  As VG becomes more negative than the onset voltage, the 
absolute value of current begins to increase exponentially.  The onset voltage can be 
determined from a semilog plot of the saturation current vs. gate voltage(Figure 2.12).  
Here, the onset voltage is ~ -3 V.  The on/off ratio is the measured ratio of the maximum 
to minimum saturation current.  The on/off ratio for the data shown in Figure 2.12 is 
greater than 105.  The onset voltage is thought to be equivalent to the flat band voltage 




1.8 Metallic and semiconducting carbon nanotubes 
In Chapters 3 and 4 I will explore the use of films of carbon nanotubes as 
transparent, conducting electrodes for organic field-effect transistors.  Below I briefly 
discuss the electronic structure of carbon nanotubes. 
A carbon nanotube can be thought of a piece of graphene rolled up and sewn 
together with atomic precision.  Whether a carbon na otube is semiconducting or 
metallic depends on how the graphene is rolled up.  Each nanotube is identified by the 
chirality or roll up vector which spans the circumference of the nanotube.  This vector is 






 represent the common choice of the basis 




Figure 2.13  Hexagonal lattice of a graphene sheet: The dashed arrows indicate the directions of a 




to define chiral (or rollup) vectors in a carbon nanotube.  
The solid arrow shows the chiral vector 1 25 5c a a= +
  
. 
Figure 2.14a and Figure 2.14b show a so-called “armchair” tube and “zigzag” tube, 
respectively.  The diameter of the tube is related to the roll-up vector through the 
equation   
 










Figure 2.14  Examples of different types of nanotubes: (a) Metallic (n,n)-nanotube.  The 
configuration of bonds along the circumference (emphasized in red) resembles an armchair. (b) 
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Semiconducting (n,0)-nanotube.  Here the bonds are in a zigzag configuration along the 
circumference. 
  
It can be shown that if the indices n and m fulfill the relationship n - m=3i where i is an 
integer , then the tube is metallic.  Therefore, given a nanotube growth process that does 
not selectively favor any particular chirality, 2/3 of the nanotubes will be semiconducting 
and 1/3 metallic.  The shape of the energy bands as a function of the wave vector k can be 
described by the equation 
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  where the integer ν =0, 1, 2... counts the subbands, Fv  is the Fermi velocity, and to first 
order[39] 
 
0.35 (in units of eV)
 (in units of Å)d
∆ ≈  (1.25) 
The two lowest energy bands in a metallic and semiconducting tube come from ν =0,3 
and ν =1,2, respectively[40].  A schematic of these bands and the associated density of 
states are shown in Figure 2.15.  The resonant electroni  excitations, visible as peaks in 
the absorption spectrum for these nanotubes, are denoted M11 for the metallic nanotubes 
and S11 and S22 for the semiconducting nanotubes.  Note that strong excitonic effects[41] 
will quantitatively modify the energies of the optical transitions, and Eqns. 1.17 and 1.18 
should only be treated as approximations for determining the energies of the optical 
transitions.    The intensities of the absorption peaks relative to the background signal  are 
used to characterize the purity of the carbon nanotube dispersions; this method will be 







































































Figure 2.15  Electronic band structure and density of states (DOS)  of metallic (top) and 
semiconducting (bottom)  carbon nanotubes illustrating the lowest energy excitations of these 




The resistance of thin films of carbon nanotubes is largely due to the resistance at 
the junctions between carbon nanotubes since the condu tivity of individual carbon 
nanotubes approaches that of copper[19].  Since only 1/3 of the nanotubes in a film are 
metallic (unless some complex chemistry is used to selectively remove semiconducting 
nanotubes) junctions between metallic and semiconducting nanotubes are associated with 




2 Transfer printed P3HT on flexible substrates 
2.1 Introduction 
The fabrication of high quality poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) organic thin-film 
transistors on flexible, plastic substrates is demonstrated using the transfer-printing 
method.  Transfer printing was used to assemble devices onto both polyethylene 
terephthalate (PET) and polycarbonate (PCO) substrate .  A PCO dielectric layer was 
used with the PCO substrate while both poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) and 
polystyrene (PS) dielectric layers were used with the PET substrate.  In all cases, the 
mobility of the transfer printed devices 0.019-0.041 cm2/(Vs) was higher than that  of the 
unprinted reference devices (SiO2 dielectric layer on a Si substrate), 0.007 cm
2/(Vs).  The 
contact resistance was also lower for the transfer printed devices, 0.13-0.23 MΩ-cm, as 
compared to that for the reference devices, 0.46 MΩ-cm.  The three dielectrics used have 
different polarizabilities, dielectric constants, and adhesive properties.  For the devices 
studied, the threshold voltage became more positive as the polar component of the 
surface energy of the polymer dielectric material increased.   
2.2 Motivation 
If organic electronics are going to be commercially successful they will have to 
used in applications where lower field-effect mobility than that found in silicon can be 
tolerated and flexible, low cost electronics are advantageous such as inexpensive display 
technology.  For organic electronics to be inexpensive, a high-volume fabrication process 
such as roll-to-roll printing (used to print newspapers) will be needed.  Plastics are 
compatible with the roll-to-roll process and are chap, light weight, and typically 
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transparent.  Also, much research has been done to learn how to tailor the physical 
properties of plastics.  (The quote “There’s a great future in plastics.  Think about it.,” 
from the 1960s hit movie The Graduate seems applicable here.)  While devices fabricated 
on silicon wafers with gold bottom contacts (seechapter 2) are useful for understanding 
fundamental transport issues in organic semiconductors like P3HT, such devices are not 
likely to be competitive commercially with silicon devices.   
Transfer printing has been demonstrated using P3HT, pentacene, carbon nanotube 
networks, graphene, and other inorganic semiconductors[42-44].  Here I describe the 
printing of P3HT onto a variety of surfaces of different surface energy to form high 
quality OTFT devices[45].  The dielectric/substrate combinations investigated are 
PMMA/PET, PS/PET, PCO/PCO, and PHS/PET.  All of the OTFTs use P3HT as the 
semiconductor layer, and gold source, drain, and gate electrodes. 
2.3 The benefits of transfer printing 
Depositing P3HT requires simple solution casting techniques such as spin casting, dip 
coating, or solution casting and avoids the necessity of using vacuum deposition systems 
which are costly.  On the other hand, solution processable semiconductors typically 
exhibit lower field-effect mobility due to poorer odering in cast thin-films than films 
made by vacuum deposition.  Another drawback of spin casting to deposit 
semiconductors from solution is that the material coats the electrodes when a bottom 
contact electrodes is used.  The use of physical or chemical pattering after spin coating 
exposes the semiconductor to solvents and/or radiation which can degrade it.  In addition, 
spin casting P3HT onto polymer dielectrics uses solvents that may cause the dielectric to 
swell or even dissolve. 
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Transfer printing is a dry process by which a printable layer is transferred from 
the transfer substrate (TS), to the device substrate (DS).  Transfer printing relies on 
differential adhesion, i.e. the printable layer adhering to one surface better than another.  
It is compatible with plastics and many other materi ls.  Most importantly, it enables a 
device to be constructed layer by layer where each layer can be processed with chemicals 
or annealing prior to being printed.  The processing of the each subsequent layer does not 
adversely affect the previously printed layers.  For example, a P3HT transistor can be 
assembled on a plastic substrate without exposing that substrate to the chemistry used in 
spin casting P3HT.  In addition, the transfer substrate used can be chosen to optimize the 
morphology of the P3HT.  The P3HT can be deposited over electrodes that have been 
patterned with photolithography of micron dimension, an improvement over the use of 
top contacts that are typically formed using poor resolution shadow masks with poor 
resolution.  Prior to printing, the P3HT can also be partially removed with a Q-tip to 
allow for direct probing of the S/D electrodes.   
Due to the nature of the high pressures and heat usd in transfer printing, the 
polymer dielectrics typically flow allowing the electrodes to be submerged in them.  The 
electrodes then become flush with the dielectric providing a relatively flat interface for 
the subsequent deposition of P3HT and a large inject on area at the interface between 
electrode and P3HT. 
While P3HT is used as an example, the advantages discussed here are quite 
general and are applicable to many other semiconductor materials. 
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2.4 Initial experiments transfer printing P3HT from unt reated 
SiO2 
Initial attempts to transfer print P3HT from untreated SiO2 resulted in incomplete 
transfer of the P3HT onto corona discharge-treated polyethylene terephthalate (PET; 
Dupont Melinex 453/700), a polymer substrate chosen for its good adhesive properties.  
Two different temperatures were tried, 100 and 120°C, and a pressure of 600 psi for three 
minutes. The P3HT films printed over were barely visible and did not conduct.  This and 
other printing problems require an understanding of the science of adhesion. 
2.5 The science behind transfer printing 
Transfer printing relies on differential adhesion that is a printable layer sticking to 
one surface better than another.  The work of adhesion (cohesion) is defined as the 
reversible work done to separate two different (identical) materials per unit area of 
material.  For the printable layer (PL) to be transferred from the transfer substrate (TS) to 
the device substrate (DS), the work of adhesion betwe n the printable layer and the 
device substrate, WA (PL, DS) must be greater than the work of adhesion between the 
printable layer and the transfer substrate,  WA (PL, TS).  In addition, the work of cohesion 
of the printable layer WC(PL) must be greater than both WA (PL, DS) and WA (PL, TS).  
Otherwise, some of the printable layer will end up on each substrate, a process described 
as inking.  To summarize, three conditions are necessary:  
(1) WA (PL, DS) > WA (PL, TS), 
(2)  WC (PL) > WA(PL, DS), and  
(3) WC (PL) >WA(PL, TS). 
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2.5.1 Determining the work of adhesion 
Robert J. Good reviewed measurements of contact angles and their use in 
determining adhesion[46].  A summary of this review s included here to make this thesis 
more self-contained. 
The three different interfaces formed when a liquid drop settles on a solid surface 
give rise to surface tension or surface free energy at the solid-liquid, solid-gas,  and 
liquid-gas interfaces.   These surface tensions are related by Young’s equation, 
 cosSG SL LG Cγ γ γ θ= +  (2.1) 
where Cθ  is the contact angle.  
 
Figure 2.1  Schematic of a liquid drop on top of a flat solid surface. Force vectors due to surface 
tension at the solid-liquid, liquid-gas, and solid-gas interfaces are shown as arrows.  The angle 
denoted is the contact angle. 
The work of adhesion and cohesion is best defined i terms of surface free 
energy: 
 ( )A i j ijW ij γ γ γ= + −  (2.2)  
 ( ) 2C iW i γ=  (2.3) 
where iγ  is the surface free energy of the ith substance in its “pure state”, for a solid in 
vacuum (i=S) or a liquid in equilibrium with a vapor saturated with the same liquid 
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(i=L).  Under the approximation that  and S SG L LGγ γ γ γ≈ ≈  and using Eqns. (2.1) and 
(2.2) the Young-Dupré equation can be derived: 
 ( )( ) 1 cosA LG CW SL γ θ= + . (2.4) 
The surface free energy can be broken up into components describing the different types 
of interactions.   
In The Owens-Wendt-Rabel-Kaelble method (OWRK)[47] for determining 
surface free energy the surface free energy is given by the sum of the dispersive,diγ , and 
non-dispersive component, piγ ,  
 d pi i iγ γ γ= + . (2.5) 
The dispersive component is due to London forces while t e non-dispersive component 
accounts for both dipole-dipole and hydrogen bonding interactions.  Good et al. discussed 
an alternative approach accounting for acid-base interactions[46] combining ideas 
proposed by Lifshitz and C. J. van Oss, which accounts for the fact that a polar 
interaction can only exist between two complementary molecules and does not contribute 
to cohesion.  This method will be referred to as the Good method and is explained in 
Appendix 1.  While the Good method is more rigorous, the OWRK method is still 
utilized today and gives good agreement with many experimental results. 
 OWRK method: 
The work of adhesion between two phases is given by  
 ( ) 2 2d d p pA i j i jW ij γ γ γ γ= + . (2.6) 
By applying equations (2.4) and (2.6) to the case of a hemispherical liquid drop on a non-
absorbing solid the work of adhesion is eliminated: 
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 ( )1 cos 2 2d d p pl C l s l sγ θ γ γ γ γ+ = +  (2.7) 












= + . (2.8) 
It now has the form y=m*x+b.  If measurements are made for several liquids with known 
lγ ,
d
lγ , and 
p
lγ , the results can all be plotted as a set of (x, y) values using equation (1.22), 
with the slope psm γ= and intercept 
d
sb γ=  determined from a linear regression.   
2.6 Formation of an octyltrichlorosilane (OTS) self-assembled 
monolayer.   
The OTS treated silicon wafers used for contact angle measurements were prepared as 
follows: the SiO2/doped Si wafer was cleaned with a sequence of solvents including 
acetone, methanol, and isopropanol and then exposed t  a reactive ion etch (Technics PE 
II-A plasma system at 50 Watts power, 400 mtorr O2 pressure for 1 minute), and, in an 
inert environment, immersed in a 0.2% (~5 mM) by volume solution of OTS in 
hexadecane for 18 hours in an oxygen and moisture free, nitrogen purged glove box.  The 
wafers were removed and soaked in chloroform for 20 minutes, then rinsed with 
chloroform followed by isopropanol and baked for 5 minutes at 120 C.  The wafers were 
kept under a dry nitrogen environment prior to use.  Water contact angle measurements 
yielded an average contact angle of 101.2≤0.9°. The OTS treatment used on the silicon 
transfer substrates prior to deposition of P3HT wasdone as described but  using a ~1 mM 
solution of OTS.   
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2.7 Contact angle measurements on OTS treated and 
untreated SiO2 
Contact angle measurements were made on SiO2 and OTS treated SiO2 using a 




lγ  (mJ/m2) dlγ  (mJ/m2) plγ  (mJ/m2) 
Water 72.8 21.8 51.0 
Glycerol 63.4 37 26.4 
Formamide 59.2 39.5 18.7 
Diiodomethane 50.8 48.5 2.3 
Table 2.1  Total surface energy and its dispersive and non-dispersive components of selected test 
liquids (Temperature=20 °C)[48]  
 
The OWRK method and the Good method (Appendix 1) were applied to calculate the 

















40≤7 1.4≤1.6 51≤15 17≤12 57≤14 
SiO2 
(ref. [47]) 
68.13≤0.01 9.23≤0.02 77.36≤0.02      








28.6≤  0.8 0 0.7≤0.3 0 28.6≤0.8 
SiO2 with OTS  
(ref. [47]) 
5.43≤0.01 18.07≤0.05 23.50≤0.05      
Table 2.2  Surface free energy components (in units of mJ/m2) for OTS treated and untreated SiO2 
based on two different methods.  Literature values obtained by Janssen[47] are shown for the case of 
the OWRK method. 
It is also worth noting that the average contact angle of water on an OTS treated surface 
is 101° degrees whereas that measured on the untreated surface is 17°.  Regardless of the 
method used the trend is clear.  The OTS treated inrface has a much lower surface 
energy due to its significantly lower non-dispersive component.  The results obtained 
here are not in close agreement with those reported in the literature by Janssen t al.[47] 
but do support his conclusion that the non-dispersiv  component is significantly higher 
for the untreated SiO2 probably due to the silanol groups extending above the surface of 
the SiO2.  These results suggest, in accordance with Eqn. (2.6), that the work of adhesion 
between a solid and the OTS treated SiO2 will be lower than that between the solid and 
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untreated SiO2 as long as the solid has a significant non-dispersiv  component to its 
surface free energy. 
2.8 Treated silicon dioxide surfaces for fabrication of P3HT 
transistors 
Complete transfer of the P3HT layer onto a PET device substrate was achieved using 
OTS treated SiO2 as a transfer substrate.  A silicon backplane was also used to ensure that 
the pressure applied to the PET substrate was uniform.  Printing at 600 psi, 100° C, and 3 
minutes was found to be optimal for P3HT.  The successful printing of P3HT is an 
indication that  
 ( ) ( )2 23 /   3 /A AW P HT OTS SiO W P HT SiO+ < . (2.9) 
This is likely due to P3HT having a surface free enrgy with a significant non-dispersive 
component.  The same OTS release layer treatment was used to fabricate a set of transfer 
printed transistors on all of the polymer dielectrics.  
2.8.1 Reference devices 
Reference devices were composed of a doped Si substrate (SiO2/Si) with the SiO2 
used as a dielectric and doped Si used as a gate electrode.  Source/drain electrodes were 
patterned using standard photolithography to yield channel lengths from 3 to 1300 µm 
and with channel width of 2000 µm.  Electrodes were fo med by thermal evaporation  
(10-6 torr) of a 10 Å thick chromium wetting layer and a 100 nm thick gold layer.  
Following liftoff of the sacrificial resist layer in semiconductor grade acetone, the 
substrate was spray rinsed with acetone, methanol, d isopropanol (semiconductor 
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grade) followed by drying with nitrogen.  The semiconductor layer was formed by spin 
casting a solution of 0.5 mg/mL 94.5% regioregular P3HT (Mn=13000 and Mw=26200 
g/mole, Merck) in chloroform (ACS grade).  The solutions were stored in glass bottles 
with Teflon lined foamed polyethylene caps to prevent chloroform from escaping; these 
caps offer better resistance to chemicals than caps m de of poly-vinyl bonded to high 
density polyeurethane.  Brown glass bottles were used to limit exposure of the 
chloroform to light since this exposure is known to pr duce phosgene, a dangerous gas.    
The solution was filtered using a 1 mL pipette (Norm-Ject) equipped with a 0.2 mm 
polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon) (PTFE) filter (13 mm diameter, Nalgene) prior to spin 
casting.  Spin casting was done under ambient conditi s at a speed of 1250 rpm with 
1000 rpm/s acceleration, for 60 s, followed by a 2 minute bake at 80 °C.  The resulting 





Figure 2.2  Optical image of reference device: a bott m contact OFET with Si/SiO2 substrate, gold 
S/D electrodes,  and P3HT semiconductor.  Scratch on right allows access to the doped Si gate with a 
probe.  Yellow areas are Au bottom-contact source/drain electrodes, and greenish area is the P3HT 




2.8.2 Conduction mechanism in P3HT films 
A study of mobility as a function of temperature was performed on earlier devices 
made using identical casting and baking conditions as above, but with a higher molecular 
weight P3HT (Mn ~87 kg/mole, Regio-regularity >98%, Sigma Aldrich) and an 
additional oxygen plasma treatment (1 min, 300 W, 50 mtorr O2) on the substrates after 
the solvent rinses.  These devices showed room-temperature mobility a factor of ~7 times 
lower than the devices discussed above. 
The field-effect and saturation mobility of one of these devices (L=20 µm, 
W=2000 µm) was measured under vacuum (<2 *10-5 torr) at temperatures as low as 20 K 
(saturation mobility) and 90 K (field effect mobility).   The data are shown in Figure 2.3.  
While the temperature-dependence of the field-effect mobility could not be used to 
discriminate between activated behavior or variable-range hopping (VRH, see Figure 
2.3), the saturation mobility, which could be probed over a wider temperature range,  
agrees with the VRH prediction but is inconsistent with the activated mechanisms.  
A clear signature of VRH has only been observed in P3HT thin films once[49].  It 
was hypothesized that FeCl3 leftover from the synthesis process may have acted as 
dopants that bound polaronic charge carriers.  It is not clear why the VRH temperature 
dependence is observed in our P3HT films.  The model of Vissenberg and Matters 
predicts activated-like behavior in the exponential tail of localized states, in contrast to 
the Mott VRH ln(µ) ~ T-1/4 mobility that is associated with a constant density of trap 
states.  Also, in the saturation regime the source/d ain electric field is significantly higher 
(F = 50,000 V/cm or 5 meV/nm) than that used during the field-effect mobility 
measurements (F<5000 V/cm) and it is not clear whether the measurements were in the 
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low-field regime where eFl < kT  where l is the average hopping length.  Thus, these 
results illustrate the role of localized states in charge transport in poorly ordered 
materials.  A more detailed study of the temperature and electric field dependence of the 
mobility in disordered P3HT films is needed to draw firm conclusions about the nature of 


















































Figure 2.3  Field-effect (black closed squares) and saturation (blue open squares) mobility of a spun 
cast P3HT based OFET with 100 nm thick Au /1 nm thick Cr bottom contacts at temperatures from 
20 to 330 K.  Field-effect mobility was determined using Eqn. (1.22)by fitting the -10 to 5 Volt region 
about VD=0 to determine conductance and the gate voltage region from -100 to -60 Volts to determine 
mobility.  The saturation mobility was obtained by fitting  vs. VD GI (see Eqn. (1.21)) at VD =-100 
V and VG from -60 to -100 V.  The same mobility data are plotted on a semilog scale vs. 1/T
1/4  (a) and 







2.8.3 Transfer printed devices 
The fabrication of transfer printed transistors started with using a recipe 
previously established by Daniel Hines for assembling a gate electrode, gate dielectric, 
and source/drain electrodes on a substrate[44].  The process is outlined schematically in 
Figure 2.4.  The first step is the printing of a gate electrode, patterned by 
photolithography on a silicon transfer substrate, onto a PET device substrate.  Due to 
strong adhesion of the silicon to the PET, the device and transfer substrates adhere to one 
another.  This problem was addressed by treating the silicon with a low surface energy 
SAM, 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (FDTS).  This treatment also 
adversely lowered the adhesion of gold electrodes to the device substrate, so the 
electrodes were coated with a thiol containing compund, benzyl mercaptan, to protect 
them prior to the FDTS treatment.  The polymer dielectrics and Au source/drain 
electrodes were printed onto the device substrate tog ther.  Each polymer dielectric layer 
required different processing conditions.  The dielectric layers used were PMMA, PS, 
and PCO.  These were spin cast onto the electrodes prior to printing the electrodes and 
dielectric.  The benzyl mercaptan and FDTS treatmens had to be used to transfer print 
the PMMA/electrodes layer but were not required to print the PS/electrodes or 
PCO/electrodes layers.              
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 The P3HT layer was prepared on a bare doped Si/SiO2 substrate in the same way 
as for the reference devices except for the use of the OTS treatment prior to spin casting.  
The P3HT was printed onto all dielectrics at 600 psi, 100 ° C, and 3 minutes.   
 






Figure 2.5  Optical image of transfer-printed OTFTs on a plastic(PET) substrate. For these devices, 
Au source/drain and gate electrodes are separated by a 600 nm thick PMMA dielectric layer. 
Starting at the left and moving clockwise, the four devices shown here have channel lengths of L=1, 3, 
6, and 9 mm and a width, W=100 mm. 
 
Spin coat 20 nm P3HT 
on OTS treated Si 
600 psi, 100 ˚C, 3 min 
100 nm Au Gate on Si 
via. photolithography 
500 psi, 170 ˚C, 3 min 
30 nm Au S/D on Si then 
spin coat 600 nm PMMA 




2.8.4 Characterization of transfer printed devices 
The capacitance of the dielectric layers used was obtained by replacing the source/drain 
electrodes with a 3 mm x 200 mm electrode that overlapped an identical area of gate
electrode to form a parallel-plate capacitor.  The capacitance was measured with a BK 
Precision 820 capacitance meter.  The values obtained are listed in Table 2.2.   
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Transfer printed devices similar to that shown in Figure 2.5 were fabricated with 
channel lengths, L, from 3 to 45 µm with channel width, W = 100 µm.  The resistance of 
each device was determined by fitting the linear region of the output characteristics 
between VD = -5 to -15 at gate voltages from VG = -20 to -60.  Reference devices were 
measured using lengths of 8, 50, and 200 microns and resistance was extracted by fitting 
over drain voltages from VD = 5 to -10 and gate voltages from VG = -20 to -60.  The 
slightly shifted range utilized to compute the resistance for the transfer printed devices 
isn’t expected to alter the results reported here since saturation only occurs in the transfer 
printed devices at VD ~ -40 V.  The output characteristics of a P3HT/PMMA/PET and the 
resistance vs. length data for a series of such devices with varying channel length is 
shown in Figure 2.6a and Figure 2.6b, respectively.  Figure 2.6c and Figure 2.6d show 
the same two plots for the reference devices used.  The mobilities shown in Figure 2.6b 
and Figure 2.6d are corrected for contact resistance s described in Chapter 2.  The 
contact resistance reported is the average of contat resistances calculated for VG=-20 to -
60 V and then normalized by the channel width.  In all, three different silicon chips, with 
three reference devices apiece, were used to determine three contact resistances and three 
values for mobility (corrected for contact resistance).  The contact resistance varies 
significantly with gate voltage (typically inversely proportional to the absolute value of 
gate voltage).  However, averaging the contact resistances over identical gate voltage 
ranges still leads to a figure of merit that can be us d to compare the transfer printed and 
reference devices.   Threshold voltages are determin d from the transfer characteristics 
by fitting the linear region of the  ID
1/2 vs. VG plot, over the gate voltage range 




























































































































Figure 2.6  Drain current vs. drain voltage and resistance vs. length.  Transfer printed devices 
(P3HT/PMMA/PET) are shown in a and b , respectively, while the same information is shown for 




     
Device (# of devices) 
 
µ, cm2/Vs RP*W, 
MΩ*cm 
VT, Volts On/Off 
Ratio 
P3HT/SiO2/Si  (9) 
Reference samples 
0.007 0.46 13 ~5x104 
P3HT/PMMA/PET  (15) 
 
0.0186 0.18 18.5 ~105 
P3HT/PS/PET  (13) 
 
0.0196 0.13 -9.5 ~5x104 
P3HT/PCO/PCO  (14) 
 
0.0408 0.23 -5 ~104 
Table 2.4  Summary of the electrical properties of both reference and transfer printed devices. 
 
2.9 Conclusions  
After correcting for contact resistance, the values shown in Table 2.4 indicate that 
the transfer printed devices have both higher mobility and lower contact resistance than 
the reference devices.  We hypothesize that the mobility increase is due to the annealing 
of the P3HT layer under pressure during the printing process.  Pentacene has been shown 
to go through a restructuring process during anneali g that depends on the viscoeastic 
properties of the polymer dielectric leading to higher mobilities[44].  PMMA and PS 
have been shown to affect the growth mode and therefor  morphology of pentacene 
deposited on them at temperatures significantly less than their glass transition 
temperature[50].  Chabinyc et al. [51], found that poly(quaterthiophene) (PQT) exhibited 
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a higher mobility on OTS treated SiO2 dielectrics than untreated SiO2 dielectrics.  After 
transfer printing the PQT from that substrate onto an untreated SiO2 dielectric, the field-
effect mobility was unchanged.  However, after anneli g the device at 80 °C the 
mobility fell to a value typical of control devices made using untreated SiO2.  It was 
concluded that the change in mobility was due to the morphology of the P3HT which was 
altered during the annealing process, not charge traps or interfacial chemical interactions.   
Based on the result of Chabinyc et al. [51], we have considered whether the OTS 
used here as a release layer improved the mobility of the printed devices prior to their 
printing.  We do not assume that annealing eliminates the effect the transfer substrate has 
on P3HT, instead we argue that the OTS layer does nt improve the morphology of the 
material prior to printing.  To test this, we fabricated additional control devices by spin 
casting from a 0.1 weight % P3HT chloroform solution onto substrates with an oxygen 
plasma treatment and substrates with this oxygen plasma treatment followed by an 
additional OTS treatment.  These steps were done as d scribed in section 2.6.  Top 
contact devices were tested so that contact resistance would be minimal and unaffected 
by the dielectric treatments- the junction formed btween a top contact and the 
accumulation layer is much larger in area than the one formed between a bottom contact 
and the accumulation layer.  Despite the large variation in surface energy between the 
plasma and plasma/OTS treated substrates, the sixten tested devices of identical 
geometry were found to have similar field-effect mobilities (uncorrected for contact 
resistance) which, upon averaging over the mobilities obtained from different channel 
length devices, gave average mobilities that did not differ by more than a factor of three.  
There is evidence that the OTS does not affect the polymer structure relevant to the 
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transfer printed devices in the literature.  Kline et al. used rocking curves to analyze the 
crystal structure of P3HT with varying molecular weight on OTS treated silicon 
dioxide[52].  The highest molecular weight P3HT used in the study (Mn,GPC~30 
kgrams/mole) was cast at 2500 rpm from a chloroform solution and exhibited a field-
effect mobility insensitive to SAM treatments.  In addition, the crystal structure of low 
molecular weight P3HT (2 kgrams/mole) was only altered within 17 nm of the SAM.  It 
was also shown to be more sensitive to surface treatments[52].  Our P3HT films were 
~20 nm thick.  Since only the structure of the polymer in the top one nm of the spin cast 
film is relevant to transport in the printed device, the OTS layer is unlikely to have 
changed the morphology of the region of P3HT relevant to transport. The morphology of 
the spin cast P3HT layer is certainly affected by the spin casting speed.  For speeds of 
2000 RPM the morphology is a mixture of plane-on and edge-on orientations with 
respect to an alkylsilane treated dielectric[53].  Therefore, it is unlikely that the OTS 
treatment was the cause of the higher mobilities measured for the transfer printed devices 
in which the top surface of the P3HT as deposited becomes the device surface after 
transfer printing.  The improved performance in the transfer printed devices can be 
attributed to restructuring of the P3HT on the polymer dielectrics or other interactions 
with the various polymer dielectrics used.  
 We also observe a reduction in contact resistance in the printed devices.  This 
may be partly due to the direct contact between the gold electrodes and the polymer layer.  
In the reference devices the 10 Å chromium wetting layer introduces a 0.23 eV injection 
barrier to transport into P3HT[54].  The average mobilities of the top contact devices 
tested above was 0.015 cm2/(Vs) which is higher than that measured for the bottom 
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contact reference devices, suggesting that the barrier layer is important in bottom-contact 
devices.  In addition, the transfer printed electrodes are flush with the dielectric (planar 
contacts) meaning, so there is little disruption of the organic semiconductor structure 
post-printing (see Figure 2.7) and direct injection of charge into the active semiconductor 
region, unlike the injection characteristic of top contacts.  The planar contact geometry 
has yielded pentacene devices with less disruption of the pentacene morphology at the 
electrode-semiconductor interface and lower contact resistance than either bottom or top 
contacts[55].  Finally, a correlation has been shown between field-effect mobility and 
inverse contact resistance in P3HT that may account f r the improved contact 
resistance[56].   
2.10 Summary 
Organic field-effect transistors on a variety of polymer dielectrics were fabricated 
using a novel transfer printing method.  The transfer printed transistors had higher field-
effect mobility and lower contact resistance than silicon control devices.   
Future work would include a quicker release layer tr atment (the OTS treatment 
takes 24 hours) and tests of how the electrical properties of the devices are influenced by 
bending.  While the increase in field-effect mobilities in conventional silicon devices as 
the surface energy of the treated dielectric is decreased has been well documented[57]. it 
is unclear whether this is due to an improvement of the semiconductor morphology or a 
reduction in trap density in the semiconductor or at the semiconductor interface.  By 
transfer printing the P3HT layers without annealing, the effect of the surface energy of 
the dielectrics could be separated from the changes i  morphology they cause on the 
P3HT layer.  A printing process without annealing was demonstrated in 2005 by J. Park 
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et al.[58], but there is no systematic study of surface en rgy and device performance.    A 
careful study of the trap density and the morphology f the P3HT film before and after 
printing would be very useful.   
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3 Fabrication of thin film, carbon nanotube electrodes 
by airbrushing 
3.1 Introduction 
Research in flexible, transparent organic electronics has been motivated by a wide 
range of applications[59,60] such as flexible “electronic paper”[22,61] , radio frequency 
identification tags[62], photosensors[63], and solar cells[64].  The challenge lies in 
finding inexpensive, robust techniques for processing flexible, transparent electronics 
[60].  Currently oxide semiconductors (e.g. indium tin oxide or ITO) are widely used as 
transparent conducting films in organic electronics applications. These materials are 
inherently brittle, and require relatively expensive vacuum deposition techniques. 
Individual single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) are transparent in the visible and 
IR due to their high aspect ratio, show conductivity comparable to copper[65], and are 
environmentally stable[19]. SWCNT films have high mechanical flexibility, conductivity 
and transparency approaching that of ITO[19], and can be prepared inexpensively 
without vacuum equipment through solution techniques such as microfiltration [18,22],  
airbrushing [66-68], dipcoating[68,69], and electroph retic deposition[70].   
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The use of CNT films as electrodes for OFETs will be discussed in Chapter 4.  Chapter 3 
describes methods of preparing CNT dispersions, and the airbrushing technique for 
producing thin CNT films from these dispersions.  The airbrushing technique will be 
described, and the conditions for obtaining CNT soluti ns which lead to airbrushed films 
with high conductivity and high transparency will be documented. Chapter 4 will discuss 
patterning CNT films into electrodes for use in OFETs, and characterization of the CNT 
film/organic semiconductor contact resistance.   
3.2 Airbrushing  
Most of the applications of CNT thin films require films which are dense enough to 
be used as electrodes; sheet resistance should be low, yet thin enough to be transparent.  
The films should be smooth as well.  Airbrushing is a imple technique that produces 
uniform coverage, thick CNT films.  Many parameters affect the morphology of 
deposited films.  The setup used to deposit films of CNTs is shown in Error! Reference 
source not found.    The airbrush is connected to an air compressor (not shown) with an 
external regulator capable of pressure output of from 1 to more than 50 psi.  Error! 
Reference source not found. shows the airbrush setup used for depositing films of 
carbon nanotubes.  The laser pen offers a convenient way to mark the center of the air 
brush spot prior to adding a sample to the setup.  Samples are held with the clamps 
attached to the aluminum plate which sits on the programmable hot plate, allowing for 




Figure 3.1  Airbrush setup  
 Figure 3.2 shows a picture of the airbrush (Aztek A470) with labels indicating the 
controls and ports on the airbrush.  As the trigger is pressed down, air is allowed to flow 
past the hole where the feedstock reservoir attaches and out the nozzle adapter.  This 
creates a suction which pulls solution held in the feedstock reservoir out of the nozzle.  
The control dial adjusts the ratio of air to solution.  I labeled the control dial with a green 
marker so that the number of rotations of the dial could be counted.  Zero rotations 
corresponded to a setting in which almost no solutin was allowed to mix with air.  The 
trigger can be both pushed in and throttled backward to continuously adjust the valve 
flow rate.  The nozzle adapter adds an additional restriction to the flow.  Larger diameters 
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allow more flow and larger spot sizes.  The spot size is the diameter of the spot formed 
on the aluminum plate by the cone shaped spray exiting the nozzle.  The radius of the 
spot size is proportional to the height of the tip of the nozzle above the aluminum plate. 
Control Dial 0.40 mm diameter nozzle adapter
Trigger Feedstock bottle attaches here
 
Figure 3.2  Parts of the airbrush 
 
3.3 Dispersions using different types of CNTs 
3.3.1 Dispersions using HiPCO tubes  
 Commercial carbon nanotubes are grown by a variety of methods.  Iinitially 
carbon nanotubes from Carbon Nanotechnology, Inc. fabricated by the high pressure 
carbon monoxide (HiPCO) growth process were used.  Dispersions were prepared by 
following a recipe provided by Kaempgen t al.[71] in which a 1-2 mg per mL 
concentration of carbon nanotubes is dispersed in a 1% by wt. concentration of sodium 
dodecyl sulfate (SDS) in water.  Kaempgen found that single walled tubes produced by 
the HiPCO method gave lower sheet resistance for a given transparency (SRfGT) than 
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multiwalled tubes grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD).  He also found that the 
longer CVD grown carbon nanotubes also formed networks with lower SRfGT.  
 Detailed information is missing from the Kaempgen et al. recipe.  The duration 
and intensity of the sonication, and the type of sonicator were not fully explored by 
Kaempgen et al.  Also, it was not clear whether the concentration of carbon nanotubes 
and SDS were optimized.  No airbrushing details were given.  The following recipe was 
used initially1 
1) Disperse 2 mg/mL HiPCO carbon nanotube product in 1% by wt. SDS in 20 mL 
distilled water. 
2) Sonicate solution in a VWR bath sonicator for 90 minutes without heating.   
3) Airbrush dispersions using control dial in position 3, the 0.50 mm nozzle adapter 
(white), a 12 second spray, and hotplate temperature of 100 C.  Compressor 
regulator set to output 45 psi.  
 
                                                 
1  An airbrush from Caswell plating (not shown) was used for the initial recipe.  This airbrush had a fixed 




Figure 3.3  Thin film of HiPCO CNTs on glass slide 
 
Figure 3.3 shows an SEM image of the CNT thin film deposited by the above 
method.  The network was patchy with bundles of nanotubes greater than 100 nm in 
diameter.  Even though the deposition by airbrushing was encouraging, problems with the 
air brush clogging limited reproducibility of the dposition.  Even after reduction of the 
CNT concentration to 1 mg/mL the films were non-uniform partly due to the poor 





Figure 3.4  HiPCO tubes airbrushed onto glass slide 
Reproducibility was improved by switching to the Aztek airbrush with nozzle 
adapters that could be removed and easily cleaned.  The Aztek airbrush also allowed the 
use of gravity feed which requires less air pressure to atomize the dispersion, reduces 
overspray, and leads to finer mist atomization.     
3.3.2 Surfactant concentration and the problem with dispersing long 
CNTs 
Work by Bonard et al.[72] explains why the amount of surfactant must be 
carefully chosen.  Too little surfactant does not exfoliate the nanotubes while too much 
surfactant causes the formation of large, empty surfactant micelles that exclude the 
volume the CNTs have in solution.  This causes the CNTs to aggregate.  Ideally, the 
concentration of SDS should be slightly above the critical micellar concentration (CMC), 
or the concentration of SDS at which the molecules being dispersed become saturated 
with SDS and micelles begin to form.   Bonard et al. compared the dispersions formed 
from 1 mg/mL of raw soot produced by the arc discharge method (a mix of carbon 
nanotubes and nanoparticles) in water using SDS concentrations of 0.4 CMC, 2 CMC, 
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and 12 CMC. They found that a concentration of 2 CMC (4.73 % by wt.) made the best 
dispersions.  They also found that longer CNTs make less stable dispersions because the 
contact energy between two CNTs is proportional to length. The loss of entropy during 
aggregation of two CNTs is not sufficient to prevent aggregation for high contact 
energies.  Another report by Jiang et al.[73] found that 2% by wt. concentration of SDS 
was optimum given a CNT concentration of 0.5 mg/mL; however, lower SDS 
concentrations were adequate at dispersing concentrations of CNTs below 2 mg/mL. 
 
I observed that solutions of 0.2 mg/mL of HiPCO CNTs in 1% SDS (equivalent to 
10 CMC) showed flocculation and phase separation in two hours, consistent with 
Bonard’s results.   
3.3.3 Arc discharge carbon nanotubes from Carbon Solutions 
Zhang et al. found that a commercially available source of carbon nanotubes 
grown by arc discharge (P3, Carbon Solutions, Inc.) formed films that had even lower 
SRfGT and were smoother than films of HiPCO nanotubes[74].  The P3 carbon 
nanotubes are open ended and functionalized with 1.5-3% carboxylic acid groups which 
primarily functionalize the cap of the nanotube  
The carboxylic acid group is thought to improve the tubes dispersibility; however, 
the loss of the end cap during purification is thought to reduce the field-emission of 
carriers from the nanotube end[72]. The lower SRfGT in films composed of P3 tubes is 
likely due to three factors: (1) the impurity metal content, (2) the diameter of the 
nanotubes, and/or (3) the length of the nanotubes.  The metal impurities in the HiPCO 
nanotube product consist of ~15% by wt. iron while th  P3 nanotubes have 5-8% by wt. 
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mix of nickel and titanium as determined by the respective vendors using 
thermogravimetric analysis.  The amount of metal is not enough to form a percolating 
network; hence its presence only increases the absorption of light reducing the 
transparency of the film without increasing the conductivity.  In addition, the HiPCO 
nanotubes have a diameter between 0.8-1 nm which is smaller than that of the P3 tubes 
which have an average diameter of 1.4 nm.  Larger diameter semiconductor tubes have a 
smaller bandgap, as was explained in Chapter 1.  Therefore, the intrinsic charge density 
of these tubes is higher which increases their conductivity.  The density of states for 
bundles of metallic CNTs has been reported to exhibit a small pseudo gap (0.1 eV) which 
is also inversely proportional to diameter[2], and hence metallic CNTs of larger diameter 
should also have higher conductivity.  For both metallic and semiconducting CNTs, the 
resistivity due to phonon scattering is lower for larger diameters[75,76].  Metal-
semiconductor nanotube junctions, which form Schottky barriers, are also likely to be 
more conductive with smaller bandgap semiconducting nanotubes[77,78].  Finally, the 
length of the HiPCO tubes is 0.1-1 microns while that of the P3 CNTs is 0.5 to 1.5 
microns.  Given two films with equal concentrations (mg/cm2) of CNTs, films composed 
of longer CNTs have been found to exhibit lower sheet r sistance and higher 
transparency [79]. 
3.4 Modifications for improved coatings. 
The hotplate temperature was raised to 165 °C to reduce water aggregation and I 
examined airbrushing onto corona treated polyethylene t rephthalate (PET) from Dupont 
(TeijinTM Melinex 454/700; thickness 170 ~ mm).  This material is a transparent plastic 
known to have better adhesion than glass due to itshigher surface energy.  It is also 
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compatible with transfer printing (as described in Chapter 2).  The distance of the 
airbrush nozzle to the substrate was kept at 7” and the pressure was reduced to 25 psi..  
The following recipe was used. 
1) Disperse 1 mg/mL P3 carbon nanotube product in 1% by wt. SDS in 20 mL of 
distilled water. 
2) Sonicate solution in a VWR 50D bath sonicator for 90 minutes without heating 
3) Cut up pieces of PET (1cm x 3 cm) long enough so as t  be able to clip them onto 
the UV/VIS spectrometer holder and still leave unscratched surface for 
measurements of sheet resistance. 
4) Airbrush dispersions using control dial in position 1, the 0.50 mm nozzle adapter 
(white), variable spray times, and hotplate temperature of 165 °C.  Set compressor 
regulator to output 30 psi. 
5) Soak PET pieces in distilled water for >30 minutes. Dry with nitrogen and then 
characterize.  
3.5 Characterization of airbrushed films using spectroscopy 
and 4 probe measurements 
A Schimadzu UV/VIS pharmaspec spectrometer was usedto characterize the absorption 
of the CNT films over the wavelength range 200-900 nm.  The absorption spectra of an 
uncoated piece of PET and 5 pieces of PET coated by CNT films are shown in Figure 
3.5.  Four probe sheet resistance methods were performed on each of these films using 
the Van der Pauw method (Cascade summit 12K probe station and a Kiethley 2400 
source meter).  The results of those measurements are shown on the right side of the 
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scatter plot associated with that sample.  The sheet resistance of the uncoated PET sample 
was not measured.  
























Figure 3.5  Percent transmission as a function of wavelength of PET samples coated with CNT films 
of varying thickness/density. 
 
The percent transmission of the same films after corre ting for polyethylene terephthalate 

































Figure 3.6  Corrected transmission as a function of wavelength of thin film of P3 CNTs on PET 
3.5.1 Sonication and centrifugation on CNT dispersions with 
absorption spectroscopy 
Visual inspection showed the films were too rough indicating the presence of 
large particulates.  The large particulates were the result of carbon nanotube aggregates 
and carbonaceous impurities.  Itkis et al. [80] described a scheme by which the purity of a 
CNT dispersion could be characterized using the peaks in its absorption spectrum.  These 
peaks are associated with electronic transitions between the van Hove singularities in the 
density of states of single-walled carbon nanotubes (s e Chapter 1).  The transitions 
corresponding to S11, S22, and M11[80]  are centered at  1800, 1020, and 720 nm.  Itkis e  
al. used this technique to evaluate the purity of CNTs (diameter 1.4 nm) produced by the 
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arc discharge method[80].  Tan et al.[81] pointed out that this technique could be used to 
characterize the effect of sonication and centrifugation.  The method is illustrated in 
Figure 3.7 using data from solutions prepared by me using the recipe in section 3.4 but 
with an additional centrifugation (7200 g, 10,000 RPM, VWR Galaxy 7).  The S22 peak 
from a centrifuged CNT dispersion (850-1200 nm) is divided into areas A and B.  The 
purity of the dispersion is proportional to the area atio  
 / ( )aR A A B= +  (3.2) 
As the non-resonant background signal due to carbonceous particles is reduced the area 































































Figure 3.7  UV-VIS-near IR spectrum of CNT dispersion before and after centrifugation.  The S22 
peak from the centrifuged solution spectrum is used to illustrate the area ratio method. 
 
I examined the effect of sonication time on the absorption spectrum of the 
CNT/SDS/H2O solution using a UV-1700 Pharmaspec spectrometer.  A SDS/water 
solution was used for baseline subtraction.  As carbonaceous particles and tubes were 
suspended, the absorption increased with nanotube concentration as shown in Figure 3.8.  
The M11 peak is visible around 750 nm. The background spectrum is due to the p-
plasmons of SWCNTs and carbonaceous impurities. The absorption spectrum of a 20 mL 
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CNT/SDS/water solution was monitored every five minutes by extracting small 200 
microL aliquots from the sonicated solution and diluting them in a 1 cm path length 
cuvette.  The absorption of the CNT dispersion is assumed to be proportional to the 
concentration of nanotubes suspended in solution.  The breaking of nanotubes by 
sonication is only significant after sonication over days[81].  Since the concentration of 
nanotubes in solution varied over an order of magnitude and the instrument operates best 
at absorption values less than 3, different dilutions f the CNTs dispersions were used to 
capture the full range of the change in concentration. 










































Figure 3.8  Effect of sonication on absorption of a CNT/SDS/H2O dispersion. 
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The area ratio f the M11 spectral domain 625-833 nm was determined .  The area 
ratio was negative for sonication times less than 20 minutes indicating negative curvature 
in the absorption spectrum while the area ratio attained a value of 0.005 +/- 0.002 after 50 
minutes of sonication.  Negative values for the area ratio are caused by concave curvature 
of the spectrum within the spectral domain examined.   















Figure 3.9  Area ratio of the M11 peak in a CNT/SDS/H2O dispersion over time 
 
The use of centrifugation to purify CNT solutions has been well documented[81].  
The effect of differential centrifugation over time on the area ratio was investigated.  The 
benefit of centrifugation was investigated by analyzing the top 0.5 mL of 1 mL sonicated 
solutions after differential centrifugation for 30 minutes (7200 g, 10,000 RPM, VWR 
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Galaxy 7).  The background is clearly reduced (Figure 3.10a) while the peak area is 
slightly larger (Figure 3.10b). 



























 Sonication + Centrifugation
a) 



















 90 min sonication
 90 min. + centrifugation
b) 
Figure 3.10  The absorption spectrum of sonicated CNT/SDS/H2O dispersion before/after 
centrifugation (a) and an abbreviated version of the same spectrum after background subtraction 
(b). 
   
The improvement of % area ratio by centrifugation was repeated using the S22 peak (900-
1100 nm) since it gives a stronger signal than the M11 and has been oberseved to be less 
sensitive to doping than the S11 peak[80].  A 1 mg/mL CNT/1% by wt. SDS in water 
solution was sonicated for 90 minutes and some of this solution, labeled the raw solution, 
was set aside for later analysis.  The remaining solution was separated into 1.5 mL vials 
and centrifuged for 30 minutes.  The top 1 mL of these vials was extracted into one 
beaker and the remaining solution decanted into a second beaker. The % area ratio of the 
uncentrifuged solution, top 1 mL, and decanted solutions was 4.97, 5.29, and 5.72, 
respectively, indicating that the centrifugation process does indeed purify the raw 
solution and that the top 2/3 of the solution is more pure.  Another sonicated but 
uncentrifuged dispersion was made up and centrifuged to xamine how the percent area 
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ratio is affected by the duration of the centrifugation.  In this test, a higher speed 
centrifuge (Fisher Scientific 235 C, 13,600 g, 12,400 RPM) was used.  The test began 
with a 90 minute sonication of the CNT dispersion.  Then, I separated the sonicated 
solutions into 1.5 mL vials, filling the vials up.  After centrifugation for 10 minutes, I 
removed 150 mL from two opposing vials (to balance the centrifuge) and then repeated 
this process every 10 minutes with a new opposing pair of centrifuge vials.  The area 
ratio of the S22 peak was found to attain a constant value after 20 minutes of 
centrifugation, an indication that the individual nnotubes contributing to the signal were 
precipitating out at the same rate as impurities.   



















Figure 3.11  Area ratio of S22 peak during centrifugation. 
 The improvement in area ratio can be understood by modeling the effect of 
differential centrifugation on the CNT bundles and carbonaceous impurities by altering 
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the Stokes equation for sedimentation of a spherical particle.  For a spherical particle, the 
drag force is given by  
 6dF Rvπη= . (3.3) 
Here, R is the radius of a spherical particle, and h is the viscosity of the medium, and v is 





F R aπ ρ ρ= −  (3.4) 
where ρs is the density of the particle, ρ is the density of the surrounding medium, and  
is the centrifugal acceleration of the particle at a distance r from the center of the 
centrifuge.  The steady-state terminal velocity is  
 22 ( ) / (9 )t sv R aρ ρ η= −  (3.5) 
For an extremely high aspect ratio particle such as a carbon nanotube bundle, the drag 
force is more complicated.  We may regard the CNT bundle as tumbling under the 
influence of Brownian motion and therefore as a sphere with diameter equal to the length 
of the bundle.  An exact solution requires solving the Navier-Stokes equation under 
appropriate boundary conditions for a long, thin rod in different orientations, assuming  
low Reynolds number.  In the limit where the nanotube length, l, is much larger than its 
radius, R, the terminal velocity reported by Fagan et al.[83] is  
 









−≈ ≫  (3.6) 
The radius of a P3 SWCNT is ~0.7 nm; therefore, a recent theoretical calculation of the 
diameter of a columnar micelle composed of a 0.55 nm diameter HiPCO grown SWCNT 
gives a relevant estimate of the diameter of a similar micelle composed of a P3 SWCNT.  
The theoretical study [84] determined that the columnar micelle had a radius of ~3 nm 
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and a specific gravity of ~1.0.  Since the specific gravity of the micelle and that of the 
medium, water, are the same, the micelle will not sediment during centrifugation.  A 
columnar micelle of SDS composed of a seven tube bundle of radius 10 nm, however, 
has a specific gravity of 1.2 [84].  Such a bundle at the minimum radius of the centrifuge 
tube (~65.7 mm) reaches a terminal velocity of 380 nm/s.  Then, assuming a homogenous 
initial distribution of seven tube micelles in the dispersion, equation (3.6) predicts that 
only ~2 % of the seven tube bundles will pellet after 20 minutes of centrifugation 
yielding a poor separation of bundled carbon nanotubes and individual carbon nanotubes.  
The metallic impurities present in the commercially vailable P3 SWCNTs, nickel and 
titanium, have a higher specific gravity, 8.912 and 4.914, respectively, but have a 
diameter that is likely to be on par with that of the SWCNTs grown from them, ~1.4 nm.  
Given diameters of even 6 nm , as has been reported f r iron catalysts particles[84], only  
0.05% of the titanium particles present would pellet.  Still, centrifugation can remove the 
large carbonaceous impurities (2-5 wt. %) which are as large as 10 mm in radius (Figure 
3.12).  Using the Stoke’s equation for spherical particles (3.5), such a particle reaches a 
terminal velocity of 55 mm/s which means it will reach the end of the vial and pellet in 
less than a second after the centrifuge reaches full peed (about 6 seconds).  So, the effect 
of centrifugation over short time periods of 20 minutes is to remove the even larger 
bundles and carbonaceous particles.   
Figure 3.12 shows optical micrographs of CNT films prepared from non-
centrifuged and centrifuged solutions.  A 30 minute centrifugation step removed all of the 
particles visible in the optical image of the film without centrifugation (top left of Figure 
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3.12).  In addition, the surface roughness of the airbrushed film (shown on the bottom 








= −∑  (3.7) 
and yi is the height of the a sample and the sum is over all heights measured.  The 
roughness was measured with a DI 5000 AFM in tapping mode. Finally, the sheet 
resistance which is equivalent to the resistivity normalized by channel length and channel 
width, corrected for PET absorption, was as low as 1 kOhm/sq at 80% transparency (see 
bottom right of Figure 3.12). 
 
  
Figure 3.12  Films deposited on PET without centrifugation of solution (top left) and after 30 minutes 
centrifugation of the solution (bottom left).  Measured sheet resistance vs. transparency (right) using 




The %T vs. sheet resistance behavior is in agreement with a model that treats the 
CNT film as a thin metallic film that is thin compared to the wavelength of light used 

















where R□ is the sheet resistance, σac is the optical conductivity (real part of the AC 
conductivity), σdc is the dc conductivity, and c is the speed of light.  A fit to the 
experimental data is shown in Figure 3.12.  The only free parameter used is the ratio of 
σac to σdc ; we find that a ratio of 0.74 +/- 0.03 gives the best fit to the data.  This value is 
slightly smaller than the value of 1 obtained by Hu et al.[85].  
The centrifugation of the CNT solutions is essential for removing large 
aggregates.  Only films airbrushed from solutions centrifuged for 20-30 minutes will be 
discussed in the remainder of this chapter.  
3.5.2 Commercial CVD carbon nanotubes 
Long (5-30 µm) CVD grown SWCNTs (5 wt.% MWCNTs) purified by HNO3 
and functionalized with hydroxyl groups (2.5 wt %) were obtained from Cheap Tubes.  
The hypothesis was that the –OH functionality would make better dispersions due to 
hydrogen bonding with the water molecules in the dispersion.  The dispersion of longer 
SWCNTs.was investigated.   
Long –OH functionalized CNTs were mixed in water at a concentration of 1 
mg/mL CNT with 1% by wt. SDS in water and the same analysis used on the dispersions 
of P3 CNTs was repeated.  First, the impact of sonication was examined.  The dispersions 
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with –OH functionalized tubes were not as stable as tho e with unfunctionalized P3 
CNTs studied earlier.  The increase of the absorption of the dispersion with sonication 
was observed with measurements of the absorption immediately after sonication; 
however, the S22 peak at 952-953 nm was very weak.  The low intensiy of this peak 
relative to that for the P3 CNTs is due to the facttha  the CVD process produces CNTs 
with a broader distribution of radii, between 1-2 nm, while the P3 nanotubes have radii of 
1.3-1.5 nm.  The radius of a CNT affects the S22 transition and so the S22 peak is 
broadened.  The larger peak around 250 nm is the pi-plasmon peak which is present in all 
graphitic carbon (not just CNTs) and could not be us d to analyze the purity of the CNT 
dispersion[86].  Sonication of the dispersion of long CNTs did show an increase in the pi-
plasmon peak height with time and reached a constant value after 15 minutes. 
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The % area ratio was <0.1% and could not be determin d with enough accuracy 
to make conclusive predictions.  The effect of centrifugation was investigated by 
examining the area of the peak over the range 906-1015 nm.  The area ratio increased 





























Figure 3.14  The effect of centrifugation on the spectrum of CVD grown –OH functionalized CNTs 
 
Airbrushing of the dispersion centrifuged for 30 minutes yielded a film with sheet 
resistance of 24 kΩ/sq at 79% transparency (24 kΩ/sq @ 79% T).  This was below the 
performance of films made from P3 CNTs.  No further investigations were performed 
with these nanotubes. 
3.5.3 Airbrushed CNT films as semiconducting material 
  A series of transistors with varying channel length were made by airbrushing 
CNT dispersions onto a Si/SiO2 (500 nm thick oxide) substrate with 3 nm chromium/100 
nm thick gold electrodes that were pre-patterned.  The contact resistance in these 
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transistors was determined from an extrapolation of a fit to resistance vs. channel length; 
the intercept of the fit is the contact resistance (Figure 3.15).  These devices exhibit low 
contact resistance within error of zero Ω*cm.  The conductance of the film varied slightly 
with gate voltage on the Si back gate.  This semiconducting behavior gave a field-effect 
mobility of 6 cm2/(Vs) but a poor on/off ratio due to the presence of metallic carbon 
nanotubes.   
P3 Nanotube Mats on Au electrodes with variable channel 
length


























Figure 3.15  Resistance vs. channel length of Au contacted CNT TFTs on SiO2/Si  (VG=0 V). 
3.5.4 Morphology of carbon nanotube films: 
The spraying of the CNT dispersion onto a hot substrate forms droplets on that quickly 
dry leaving rings of solute behind (The formation of these rings is a universal effect 
known as the “coffee-stain effect” and has been report d on for years as the effect can be 
observed in mineral deposits on washed glass, non-uiformity in coatings of paint, and 
coffee stains[87]).  The rings result from the initial pinning of the drop perimeter by 
either surface roughness, chemical inhomogeneity, or, in the case of concentrated 
dispersions, by the initial deposition of the solute[87].  Preferential evaporation of solvent 
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from the perimeter of the drop causes a radial flux of dispersion from the drop’s center to 
its periphery replacing the solvent lost and maintaining the perimeter.  Images of 
airbrushed CNTs thin films have these rings (Figure 3.16 ).     
 
  
Figure 3.16  Images of CNT thin films after airbrushing and rinsing away surfactant.   The rings of 
CNTs left by the “coffee-stain” effect are visible in the SEM image (left) and the AFM image (right). 
 
The overall coverage of CNTs on thin films using airbrushing was found to be more 
uniform using airbrush pulses instead of continuous spraying.  A 30% duty cycle (3 
seconds of spraying followed by a 7 second pause) was found to yield more reproducible 
results when airbrushing onto PET at 165 °C.  
Vinod Sangwan in collaboration with me used the same dispersion recipe but diluted 
the CNT and SDS to 0.03% and 1 % by wt., respectively.  He demonstrated airbrushed 
films without rings and was able to make transistors using titanium contacts with on/off 




Stabilizing a dispersion of carbon nanotubes requirs sufficient surfactant to coat 
them but not form micelles.  Arc discharge (P3) nanotubes disperse more easily and yield 
airbrushed films with lower SRfGT (1 kΩ/sq @ 80 %T ) than CVD grown nanotubes.  In 
addition, their purity can be analyzed with more prcision since the S22 peak is narrower. 
The arc discharge nanotubes also yield lower SRfGT than HiPCO nanotubes.  
Dispersions made from P3 CNTs must be sonicated for at least 30 minutes to sufficiently 
exfoliate the tubes and centrifuged for at least 20 minutes to effectively remove most of 
the larger impurities.  This was consistent with modeling of centrifugation using an 
approximation of Fagan et al. model for centrifugation of CNTs in solution.  Airbrushing 
should be done onto a heated substrate in order to minimize aggregation of tubes during 
drying. However, high temperatures are to be avoided to reduce material strain.  Within 
these constraints airbrushing can quickly deposit and pattern CNTs over larger areas on 






4 Fabrication of transparent organic transistors using 
CNT electrodes 
4.1 Introduction 
Understanding the electrical properties and limitations of the SWCNT/organic 
semiconductor interface is important to fully realize applications of transparent, 
conducting SWCNT films such as organic light-emitting diodes[89,61,22] and solar 
cells[90,21]. Previous work using SWCNT films grown by chemical vapor deposition 
(CVD) found a SWCNT/pentacene contact resistance as low as 30 kΩ-cm (VG=-50 
V)[91].  The CVD method is expensive and laborious, so solution-phase preparation of 
CNT films is desirable for commercial applications.  Solution-processed CNTs have also 
been found to make good contact to poly(3,3’’’-didodecylquarterthiophene) (PQT-12) 
[92], but it is not clear that this result could beexpanded to pentacene, where contact 
resistance in bottom-contacted devices is more problematic.   
Here, we utilize the airbrushed films described in Chapter 3 as electrodes for 
pentacene and poly-3-hexylthiophene thin-film transistors (TFTs).  Airbrushing CNT thin 
films is an additive process that allows quick, large area patterning over any substrate and 
is compatible with ink-jet printing.  CNT films deposited by spraying have been found to 
be rougher than films deposited by other methods but exhibit similar sheet resistance for 
a given transparency[69]. The channel-length-dependent output characteristics of the 
SWCNT-contacted TFTs on SiO2/Si substrates are used to extract the mobility µ (0.093 
cm2/Vs for pentacene, 0.014 cm2/Vs for P3HT) and contact resistivity.  In the case of 
pentacene, we demonstrate that solution-processed SWCNT bottom-contact electrodes 
make moderately low-resistance (as low as 30 kΩ-cm) contacts, which extends previous 
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results for pentacene contacted by CVD-grown SWCNTs[93] to this much more easily 
processed material.  For P3HT, we verify low contact resistance (<50 kΩ-cm) bottom 
contact to solution-processed SWCNTs, similar to previous results for poly(3,3’’’-
didodecylquarterthiophene)[92].  We also demonstrate the use of solution-processed 
films of SWCNTs as source, drain, and gate electrodes in flexible, transparent SWCNT-
contacted pentacene TFTs on plastic polyethylene terepthalate (PET) substrates.   
4.2 Materials and Methods 
SWCNT films were prepared as follows: A dispersion f 1mg/mL SWCNTs 
(“P3”, Carbon Solutions) in 1% by wt. sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and water was 
exfoliated by sonication for 90 minutes followed by differential centrifugation at 12,000 
rpm for one hour to remove carbonaceous impurities[22]. The top 2/3 of the supernatant 
liquid was extracted and used as the airbrush feedstock. The source/drain (S/D) 
electrodes of the test devices were made by using the airbrush (Aztek A470) described in 
section 3.2  to deposit a 30-40 nm thick film onto a 500-nm-SiO2/n
++-Si platform at a 
temperature of 165 °C. The deposited films were then soaked in water for one hour to 
remove surfactant, and dried with a N2 gun.  The SWCNT film was patterned using 
photolithography and O2 reactive ion etching. In order to determine the organic-SWCNT 
contact resistance, a set of devices of varying gate length L from 3 to 1262 mm was 
fabricated; the channel width W is 1.6-2.0 mm.  The optical transparency of the carbon 
nanotube thin film T was obtained from the ratio of the measured transparency of CNT-
coated PET, prepared by airbrushing directly onto PET, to that of the PET substrate prior 
to nanotube coating (see section 3.5).  
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Pentacene films were deposited onto the prepared CNT electrodes in vacuum (<2 
x 10-7 torr) by evaporation through a shadow mask to form the active area of the TFT.  
P3HT transistors were fabricated on the prepared CNT electrodes by first vapor coating 
the SiO2 substrate with hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS; see below) and then spin casting 
P3HT at 1250-2000 RPM from trichlorobenzene heated to 100 °C at a concentration of 
10 mg/mL followed by a vacuum bake at 100 °C for one hour[91].  We also fabricated 
bottom contact P3HT control devices on 1 nm Cr/100 nm Au electrodes to examine the 
quality of transistors which could be fabricated by casting from trichlorobenzene onto 
HMDS-treated SiO2, and successfully made devices with intrinsic mobility of 0.029 to 
0.038 cm2/(Vs), a significant improvement over casting P3HT from chloroform on 
untreated substrates.   
The formation of HMDS monolayers on SiO2 was done using a vapor coating 
method.  In this method, the sample chamber is heated to 100 °C (based on a 
thermocouple gauge in contact with the side of the c amber).  While the chamber is 
heating, it is pumped down to ~50 mtorr.  Then, the valve, V2, to the vacuum is closed 
and the valve to the HMDS reservoir, V1, is opened for a period of 20 minutes.  Valve, 
V1, is then closed and the hot plate turned off.  After the sample chamber is cool it is 
















Figure 4.1  Setup for coating silicon wafers with HMDS. 
 
Contact angle measurements were made on HMDS treated SiO2 and surface free 
energies were computed using the OWRK method (see Chapter 2).  The average water 
contact angle was 97°.  The values obtained for the surface free energy components 
(Table 4.1) are in close agreement with those obtained for the OTS monolayers (section 
2.6). 
Sample pγ  dγ  γ  
HMDS coated SiO2 0.8+/-0.3 22.8+/-1.8 23.6+/-1.9 
Table 4.1 Surface free energies of HMDS treated SiO2 
The doped Si substrate acts as a back-gate electrod. All electrical 
characterization was done in a N2 atmosphere in the dark to prevent unintentional doping 
during the measurements. 
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4.3 Pentacene and P3HT transistors on silicon 
Scanning electron microscopy was performed on the pentacene/SWCNT TFTs 
after electrical measurements.  Parts of one of the pentacene/SWCNT TFT are shown in 
Figure 4.2a and Figure 4.2b (a close-up) illustrating the morphology of the pentacene 
layer on both the bare SiO2 as well as the CNT film.  The pentacene on the bar SiO2 
forms ~250 nm dendritic grains separated by relatively narrow grain boundaries whereas 
the pentacene on the CNT film forms a discontinuous film of rod-like grains.  The crystal 
structure of these grains is unknown at this time and is the subject of further 
investigation.      
 
Figure 4.2  SEM images of parts of one of the CNT/pentacene transistors showing (a) four separate 
areas: the bare SiO2 (bottom right), the CNT film deposited on SiO2 (upper right), the pentacene 
layer deposited on the same CNT film (upper left), the pentacene layer deposited on SiO2 (bottom 
left) and (b) a closeup of the interface between the pentacene on SiO2 and the pentacene on the CNT 
film. 
 
 Figure 4.3  and Figure 4.3  show output characteristics for example 
pentacene/SWCNT and P3HT/SWCNT TFTs, respectively.  The drain current vs. drain 













controlled by a Labview program designed to gradually r mp up and down the drain and 
gate voltages and spend ~100 milliseconds for each current measurement.  The gradual 
change of the voltages prevents charging currents associated with capacitance between 
the gate, source, and drain electrodes.  The gate le kage current is also monitored.  The 
resistance R of each device was found as a function of L and gate voltage VG from the 
slope of drain current vs. drain voltage I(VD) for -1 V < VD < 1 V. A threshold voltage VT 
was extracted from the conductance vs. VG plot for each channel length; this allowed us 
to compare measurements performed at the same effective gate voltage VG* = VG - VT, 
correcting for any possible length-dependent threshold shift[94]. 
 
Figure 4.3 (a)  Output characteristics of a carbon nanotube film-contacted pentacene transistor with 
length L = 20 microns, width W = 1600 microns.  (b) Output characteristics of a poly(3-
hexylthiophene) thin-film transistor with carbon nanotubes electrodes  with length L = 50 microns, 
width W = 2000 microns. 
 
Figure 4.4(a) and Figure 4.4(b) show R vs. L at various values of VG* for the 
pentacene/SWCNT and P3HT/SWCNT TFTs respectively.  R vs. L obeys a linear 
relationship )()(),( *** GcGG VRLVVLR += α . The intrinsic field-effect mobility may be 
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.  The contact resistivity is defined to be ρc = 
RcW, where W is the channel width.  For pentacene/SWNCT devices, ρc i  finite and gate 
voltage dependent, saturating at <30 kΩ-cm for VG*  < -40 V.  Values for the contact 
resistance using Au bottom contacts vary from 20 to 110 kΩ-cm depending on the gate 
voltage, the work function and conductivity of the injecting electrode, the temperature of 
the substrate during deposition, and the thickness of the pentacene layer[96-98].  Gold 
top contacts have contact resistances an order of magnitude smaller than bottom 
contacts[98].  In our devices, the intrinsic mobility s 0.093 cm2/(Vs).  On/off current 
ratios (VD = -60 V, -60 V ≤ VG ≤ 60 V) were >10
6. For P3HT/SWCNT devices, ρc is less 
than 50 kΩ-cm at all gate voltages in the ON state, higher than control devices fabricated 
with gold bottom-contacts with ρc equal to 1-10 kΩ-cm[95,99].  The intrinsic field-effect 
mobility was as high as 0.014 cm2/(Vs), and on/off current ratios > 105 (VD = -60 V, -60 




Figure 4.4 (a)  Resistance vs. channel length VG - VT = 0 - 60 V in 10V steps for carbon nanotube film-
contacted pentacene transistors and (b) carbon nanotubes film-contacted P3HT transistors with. VG - 
VT = -26 to -106 in 20 V steps. 
 
The bottom-contact resistance to pentacene obtained with gold deposited on a 
relatively thin chromium or titanium wetting layer as is typically used to make bottom 
contacts is higher than that for gold top contacts, and shows non-linear I(VD) 
characteristics, attributed to the presence of an injection barrier[100,101] or disruption of 
the pentacene morphology at the interface of the bottom contacts[102].  Given that the 
sidewalls of CNTs have a work function of 4.7-4.9 eV[103] while pentacene has a work 
function of 5 eV[104], our observation that bottom contact SWCNT electrodes offer 
slightly lower contact resistance to pentacene might either be due to narrowing of the 
injection barrier due to the high electric field at the SWCNT ends[105], or by allowing 
better ordering of the pentacene on SiO2 at the electrode interface.  Given the close 
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packing of SWCNTs in our thick (30-40 nm) SWCNT film, and the thick (500 nm) gate 
dielectric, we consider electric-field enhancement u likely. We propose that SWCNT 
electrodes allow more favorable growth of pentacene o  the neighboring SiO2 substrate, 
or that the morphology of pentacene on the SWCNTs themselves does not give rise to a 
significant injection barrier (though this requires further study, given the significant 
differences in morphology observed for pentacene deposited on SiO2 vs. CNTs in Figure 
2).  In the case of P3HT, SWCNT contacts show a contact resistance similar to that 
obtained with Au[95,106,107].   
4.4 Demonstration of Transparent Organic Thin-film 
Transistors 
Finally, we show that solution-processed SWCNT electrodes can be used to 
fabricate an all-carbon transparent, flexible TFT in which SWCNT films are used as the 
source, drain, and gate electrodes, and pentacene as the semiconductor. Cao et. al. 
demonstrated a SWCNT-contacted pentacene thin-film transistor (TFT) on a plastic 
substrate using SWCNTs grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and patterned by 
photolithography[107].  Here, SWCNT gate electrodes w re airbrushed through a shadow 
mask onto PET (Dupont TeijinTM Melinex 454/700; thickness 170 ~ mm).  The SWCNT 
gate had a sheet resistance of 3.1 kΩ/sq and a transparency of >91% that was interpolated 
from the sheet resistance vs. transparency fit using Eqn. (3.8).   
  To facilitate probing the CNT layer, a 100 nm Au layer was deposited onto the 
four sides of the CNT gate electrode.  The dielectric layer was applied in two steps. In the 
first step, a 1 micron thick layer of PMMA was spun cast onto a transfer substrate and 
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printed onto the device substrate at 500 psi and temperature = 170 °C for three 
minutes[108]. In the second step, SWCNT source and drain electrodes (sheet resistance 
of 1 kΩ/sq and T >78%) were patterned on a SiO2/Si transfer substrate following the 
scheme outlined above, coated with 50 nm of alumina (electron beam evaporation at 2 x 
10-6 torr) followed by a 1 micron thick spin coated layer of PMMA and then printed onto 
the device substrate. The alumina layer served to minimize the leakage current from the 
source and drain electrodes to the gate.  The capacit nce of the resulting gate dielectric is 
estimated to be 1.33 nF/cm2.  Finally, 30 nm thick pentacene was evaporated through a 
shadow mask. These devices had a channel width of 97-98 microns and channel length 




Figure 4.5 (a)  Optical micrograph of four transparent, flexible carbon nanotube film-contacted 
pentacene thin-film transistors (TFTs) on poly(ethyleneterepthalate) (PET) substrate. (b) Output 
characteristics for one of the TFTs pictured in (a).    
 
Figure 4.5a shows a micrograph of the completed device. The single cross-shaped 
CNT film acts as a common gate for all four transistors. Silver paint was applied to the 
ends of two of the gate contacts to facilitate repeated probing of the CNT film. Figure 
4.5b shows the output characteristics of the device. Th  field-effect mobility obtained for 
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these devices (uncorrected for contact resistance) was as high as 0.06 cm2/(Vs) with an 
average of 0.04 cm2/(Vs), assuming a dielectric constant for PMMA of 3.6. As fabricated, 
the devices exhibited VT > 60 V, so the on/off current ratio could not be accurately 
determined. After aging the devices for several months in an inert environment (<0.1 
ppm moisture content) the threshold voltages shifted to between -10 and -20 V indicating 
diffusion of dopants out of the device over time. The on/off current ratios for the aged 
devices ranged from 103 to 104 (VD = -60 V, -60 V ≤ VG ≤ 60 V), and the saturation 
mobility values decreased by 10-15%. The low on/off current ratios compared to devices 
on SiO2 are likely due to the more than 4 times lower gate c pacitance (which limited the 
charge density accumulated in the channel, and hence the on current) and possible charge 
trapping at the pentacene/Al2O3 interface which prevents the off state from being 
reached.   
4.5 Conclusion 
Airbrushed SWCNT films with sheet resistance below 1 kΩ/sq at T = 80% have 
been used as electrodes to make bottom-contact pentacene transistors with contact 
resistance as low as 26 kΩ-cm, lower than typically achievable with Au/Cr bottom-
electrodes, and comparable to resistances achievable with CVD-grown CNTs. If we 
assume that the organic/CNT contact resistance is inversely proportional to mobility[95] 
even lower contact resistance should be possible with organic films optimized for higher 
mobility.  The low contact resistance between the pentacene and CNT film is surprising 
given the significant difference in morphology betwen pentacene deposited on SiO2 and. 
CNTs (see Figure 4.2).  Solution-processed SWCNT films also make bottom-contact 
electrodes for P3HT with contact resistance comparable to that of Au.  We have also 
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demonstrated that solution processed electrodes can be patterned onto a flexible plastic 
substrate both directly (gate electrode with transprency >91%) and via transfer printing 
(source-drain electrode), as components of a Pn TFT (with >78% transparency) using a 
relatively transparent PMMA/Al2O3 dielectric and PET substrate with a transparency of 





5 Field dependent mobility in pentacene FETs 
 
 The temperature dependence of the conductivity of a pentacene thin-film transistor is 
used to directly measure the activation energy as a function of both gate voltage and 
drain-source electric field.  Channel lengths from 2 to 50 microns are studied in order to 
vary the electric field in the channel at a fixed drain voltage.  The activation energy is 
found to monotonically increase as gate voltage is made more positive while it decreases 
linearly with the square root of electric field betw en drain and source as described by the 
Poole-Frenkel effect.  At zero electric field, the pr sence of a gate-voltage dependent 
activation energy is consistent with an exponential decay of localized states beyond the 
mobility edge[109], and the trap density of states as a function of energy is extracted. 
5.1 Motivation:  Non-linearity in organic FETs 
 To use OFETs in radio frequency identification tags nd applications requiring 
switching of the transistor from on to off in a microsecond, it is advantageous to 
maximize the mobility of the semiconductor used andreduce the channel length of the 
transistor.  Since the mobility of charge carriers in organic semiconductors is so low, it is 
even more important to reduce the channel length in such devices.  Understanding charge 
transport in organic field-effect transistors with s ort channel lengths is therefore 
essential for many applications.   
 The channel length where deviations from the standard long-channel transistor model 
for accumulation mode FETs is about 10 microns.  Devices with shorter channel length 
typically exhibit non-linearity in the drain current vs. drain voltage characteristics in 
disagreement with the standard long channel model derived from the gradual channel 
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approximation[110].  There is some debate about whether the non-linearities arise from 
extrinsic mechanisms such as contact resistance or Joule heating, or intrinsic electric-field 
dependence of the mobility.  The latter effect is profoundly different in organic 
semiconductors compared to conventional semiconductors.  In typical inorganic 
semiconductors such as silicon, the mobility decreases with increasing electric field, due 
to optical phonon emission.  However in organic semiconductors, where the conduction 
is dominated by carrier trapping processes, the mobility is expected to increase with 
electric field as in the Poole-Frenkel effect[34] resulting in increased performance for 
short-channel devices.   
 In this chapter, models and experimental evidence for field-dependent mobility in 
various organic semiconductors will be introduced followed by a discussion of the way 
the temperature dependence of the conductivity can be used to directly determine the 
activation energy as a function of both gate voltage nd drain-source electric field.  The 
field dependence of this activation energy will be us d to extract the Poole-Frenkel factor 
and the zero-field activation energy will be used to extract the density of states in 
pentacene in the context of a multiple trapping and release model[111].    
5.2 Introduction to field-dependence of the mobility and 
conductance in organic FETs. 
  The Poole-Frenkel effect has been reviewed by Murgatroyd[34] in 1969.  In this 
effect, charged coulomb centers act as charge traps, and the potential well associated with 
these traps varies as 1/r.  The presence of an electric field reduces this barrier height for 
charges moving in the field direction (see Figure 5.1).  The barrier height A in the 
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presence of an electric field of magnitude F is reduced from the initial height A0 by an 








= −  
 
 (5.1) 
where e is the electron charge, and ε  the dielectric constant of the conducting medium.   
In the simplest application of this mobility model, the barrier height is reduced regardless 
of the direction the localized carriers move.  Since the activation energy governs the ratio 
of free charge to trapped charge, smaller activation energy increases the effective 
mobility (as described in Chapter 1).  Therefore, th  effective mobility  
 ( )1/2exp Fµ γ∝  (5.2) 







 (5.3).   
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This dependence of mobility on electric field is refe red to as the Poole-Frenkel 
effect.  This effect is similar to Schottky barrier lowering except that it happens within 
the material instead of at the interface of a metal and semiconductor.  











































Figure 5.1  Schematic of how the coulomb potential surrounding a charge trap is modified by 
application of an electric field in 1-D.   The barrier height is indicated by a red arrow for a field of 0 
V/m (a) and 4*106 V/m (b).   
 
5.2.1 Experimental evidence for field dependent mobility of the Poole-
Frenkel form  
 A field dependent mobility of the Poole-Frenkel form in an organic semiconductor was 
first reported by Gill in 1972[112].  Gill found that a field dependence of the Poole-
Frenkel form fit his data but considered the existence of charged coulomb centers to be 
unlikely in the molecularly doped polymer (also known as a charge transfer complex) he 
was studying.  His second objection to the presence of such centers was that the Poole-
Frenkel model assumed the presence of bands which were not justified based on the low 
mobility of these materials.  Still, the presence of charged coulomb centers continues to 
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be postulated today[113].  Since Gill’s study, theoretical explanations assumed that field-
dependence of mobility was due to randomly distribued permanent dipoles.  However, 
since Gill’s paper in 1972, the Poole-Frenkel dependence of the mobility on electric field 
has been reported in many pure organic semiconductors including polythieno-
thiophene[114], poly(3-hexylthiophene)[115,116], , sexithiophene[117], poly 9,9’-
dioctylfluorene[35], MEH-PPV[118] and pentacene[113].  Experimental papers have 
noted that the field dependence appears to be correlated with the appearance of grain 
boundaries or other morphological factors within the organic semiconductor thin film 
[115].  In contrast, for F < 2*105 V/m, single crystal pentacene does not show field 
dependent mobility[119], and the temperature dependence of the mobility is not 
Arrhenius-like over the full temperature range, rather decreasing with increasing 
temperature for temperatures > 300 K, indicating that e transport in single-crystal 
pentacene may be better described by band-like conduction than the trap and release 
model.  However, demonstration of a field-independent mobility at higher electric fields 
would offer more conclusive proof of the correlation f grain boundaries and field-
dependent mobility.  Therefore, the mechanism 
5.2.2 Theoretical evidence for field dependent mobility of the Poole-
Frenkel form 
Theorists have argued that the presence of correlated disorder can result in the observed 
Poole-Frenkel-like behavior [35], and have postulated various mechanisms that could 
introduce such a correlation.  Several ideas have been proposed that do not invoke the 
presence of charged coulomb centers as described in the Poole-Frenkel effect.  One 
explanation postulates that defects due to polymer torsion (in the case of polymer 
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semiconductors) cause the needed correlation.  Another explanation considers that strong 
electron-phonon interactions in these organic materials act as charge traps.  Parris et al. 
[120] performed Monte Carlo calculations assuming a polaron transfer rate and correlated 
disorder due to randomly dispersed dipoles and fit the data using a generalization of a 
form proposed by Novikov et al. [121].  Their fitting function was an empirical formula 
relating mobility, temperature, and electric field
  
 ( ) ( )2 3/20 1 2exp / exp [ / ] exp [ / )a eaEE kT A kT A kTµ µ σ σ σ
  
= − − − Γ    
  
 (5.4) 
 where 0, , ,  and aµ σ Γ are the mobility prefactor, the energetic width of the density of 
states, (spatial) disorder parameter, and hopping distance, respectively[35].  The values of 
1 2 and A A were obtained from the fitting.  Novikov proposed that quadropole moments 
between conjugated segments in polymers lead to ( )3/4exp Eµ β∝ [122].  While these 
relationships might be found in polymers with functional groups exhibiting a strong 
permanent dipole moment, we do not expect scattered dipoles nor quadropoles in a 
system composed entirely of sp2 hybridized carbon atoms such as pentacene.  However, 
the use of a polaron transfer rate and correlated disorder cannot be entirely ruled out.  
S.V. Rakhmanova et al. [123] suggested that the inhomogeneity in films of PPV can 
cause correlated disorder.  Specifically, they noted that the presence of grains, 
approximately 50 Å in diameter, separated by amorphus regions may lead to sites with 
varying polarization energies and, therefore, different site energies.  Within these regions 
there might exist correlated disorder.  They performed Monte Carlo simulations with 
correlated disorder on a scale comparable to the grain sizes using a Miller-Abrahams 
hopping rate and could reproduce the Poole-Frenkel eff ct.  Interestingly they simulated 
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samples with different degrees of inhomogeneity.  Samples were simulated by assuming 
the energy distribution of sites was given by ( ) ( )1/2 2 22 exp Eπσ σ− −  where σ  is the 
variance.  The homogenous sample was simulated by choosing σ =0.07-0.08 eV while 
the inhomogeneous sample was simulated by choosing 80% of the sites from a 
distribution whereσ =0.08 eV and 20% of the sites from a distribution where σ =0.12 









 was recovered in the inhomogeneous sample.   
 In summary, Poole-Frenkel dependence of the mobility has been observed in bulk 
organic semiconductors, however the mechanism is unclear.  The appearance of Poole-
Frenkel behavior may be related to correlated disorer which, in the case of pentacene, is 
related to the presence of grain boundaries within the thin film. 
        
5.3 Field dependent mobility in pentacene field effect 
transistors 
5.3.1 Device fabrication and experimental methods 
 In previous experiments on OFETs, the field dependence of the mobility was masked 
by contact resistance at low electric field, and could only clearly be observed at high 
electric field in the saturation region.  To circumvent this difficulty, low resistance-ohmic 
contacts to the pentacene organic layer are necessary.  We achieved this through use of a 
high work function metal, Au, without the use of a wetting layer[124] and deposited 
patterned bottom contacts (55 nm thick) on a Si++/300 nm thick SiO2 thick substrate using 
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photolithography.  Adhesion of the Au contacts to the SiO2 substrate was improved by 
using a 2 min reactive ion etch (O2 plasma, 50 mtorr, 300 Watts) prior to Au deposition.    
Pentacene was purified by heating above the pentacenequinone sublimation temperature 
for 30 minutes prior to sublimation of the pentacene through a shadow mask at a rate of 
0.2 Angstroms/sec onto the electrode subassembly at room temperature.  Devices 
fabricated in this way showed contact resistance as low as 2 kohm*cm and intrinsic 
mobility around 0.3 cm2/(Vs) as determined from the linear extrapolation of the length 
dependent resistance R(L) to zero length[116] and the resistance per unit length, 
respectively (See Chapter 1).  The film thickness of all pentacene thin films deposited 
was determined to be 30-33 nm using a calibrated crystal monitor (Kurt J. Lesker 
company).  All current-voltage (I-V) characterization was done in a Lakeshore TT-Prober 
under dark and vacuum (pressure < 2 x 10-6 torr) using Kiethley 2400 source meters.  
Continuous sweeping of the drain voltage at fixed gate voltages and fixed temperature 
was done to determine conductance.  Device currents were measured both before and 
after the experiment to ensure that bias stress was not a source of significant error.  Stress 
was consistent with a threshold shift of -1.5 V on average.  A comparison of the output 

















Comparison of output characteristic














Figure 5.2  Drain current vs. drain voltage at fixed gate voltages for a 50 micron channel length 
device before (solid lines) and after (dashed lines) cooling down. 
 
5.3.2 Extraction of the activation energy from conductance 
 




( ) ( 0)D D D DI V V I VG
V
= − =
= . (5.5) 
Figure 5.3 shows the normalized calculated conductance, GL, as a function of inverse 
temperature, 1/T, at a gate voltage of -60 V.  
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 Three parameter model







Figure 5.3  Extraction of activation energy from measurements of conductance at various 
temperatures at VG =-60 V.   
 
The conductance shows activated dependence [i.e. ln(GL) ~ 1/T]  at low temperature.  
The deviation from activated behavior at higher temp ratures may be explained within 
the multiple trap and release model as follows.  The total charge density accumulated by 
the gate is given by Cox( VG-VFB ) where Cox is the capacitance per unit area of the gate 
dielectric, and VFB is the flat-band voltage.  Then the current is  
 
1
( ) ( ) ( )
1 exp
D ox G FB
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 (5.6) 
Under the assumption that D G FBV V V< − the effect of local variation of the gate to 
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 (5.8) 
We note that a similar expression is obtained by Carlo et al.[125] for mobility in which 
the quantity Nt/Nv is replaced by the total grain boundary length / the total channel length.  













  +   
   .
 (5.9) 
This model is referred to as the “three parameter model” here.  For kT << A, Eqn. (5.8) 
simplifies to 
 ( ) ( )'0ln ln AGL G kT≈ −  (5.10) 
which explains the Arrhenius like dependence of the data at low temperature.  The 
activation energy was obtained by fitting the data over the entire temperature range with 
Eqn. (5.9) and by fitting the linear region with Eqn. (5.10) (corresponding to 
temperatures < 184 K). The activation energies obtained from the two different fits did 
not vary significantly.  Fitting the data taken at all temperatures left the parameters G0, R 
poorly defined.  On the other hand, fitting to temperatures greater than 123 K did allow 
determintation of G0 and R but utilized data that are more susceptible to contact 
resistance giving a less accurate activation energy.  Therefore, the simpler two parameter 




5.3.3 Dependence of activation energy on gate voltage and electric field 
 The activation energy was extracted as a function of gate voltage and electric field.  
Here the field is assumed to be given by  
  
 1 /F V L=  (5.11) 
where L was varied by using devices of different channel length and a fixed drain 
voltage, V1.  Activation energies were calculated using V1 = -5, -3, and -1 volts and 
plotted vs. F  to ensure that the dependence was insensitive to the choice of VD (Figure 
5.4).  The error in the activation energy shown results from the uncertainty in the least-
squares fit of ln (GL) vs. 1/T  (see Eqn. (5.10)). 
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Figure 5.4  Activation energies are extracted using Eqn. (5.9) from conductances calculated using 
Eqn. (5.5)  with V1 =-1, -3, and -5 and at various gate voltages to determine whether the drain voltage 




This electric field calculation is only expected to be valid if the electric field in the grain 
boundary regions does not differ strongly from the field in the crystalline region.   
Figure 5.5 shows the activation energy as a function of square root electric field.  
The activation energy does indeed display the Poole-Frenkel behavior (linear decrease 
with square-root electric field) as expected.   


























Figure 5.5  Activation energy plotted as a function of electric field in the channel at fixed VG
. 
 










γ e  , which depends only on 
the permittivity of pentacene, ε and is independent of VG.  So, a global linear fit is 
performed to the data leaving the slope fixed but allowing the intercept of the fit lines to 
vary.  The slope was found to be 26.8 ± 1.1 µeV(m/V)1/2 for Sample 1 (data shown in 
Figure 5.5), and 15.6 ± 0.9 µeV(m/V)1/2 for another sample (Sample 2).  The fits are 
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extrapolated to zero field to extract the zero field activation energy 0A which is between 
70 and 115 meV. 
The conductance at more negative drain voltages (saturation regime) was also 
calculated for the same devices studied above using  
 
( ) ( 40)
40
D D D D
D






which is an adequate approximation since the current at a drain voltage of zero is 
relatively small at high enough temperature.  A drain voltage of -40 was sufficiently 
negative to observe saturation of the drain current. The activation energy was extracted 
from ln(G) vs. 1/T over a temperature range from 123 to 245 K.  As before, activation 
energy was linearly dependent on F  showing 9.5 ± 0.3 µeV(m/V)1/2.  Since the actual 
electric field in the channel is expected to be smaller than predicted by Eqn. (5.11) due to 
the presence of a pinch-off region in the channel, th  extracted permittivity is not 
expected to be reliable.  However, the decrease in act vation energy is clearly 
proportional to 1 L F∝ (Figure 5.6).  
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Figure 5.6  Global fit of activation energy to Poole Frenkel model (fit lines shown in red). 
 
The values of γ found from the linear and saturation conductivities are of the same 
order of magnitude, but 40-80% smaller, than the expected value of ~44 µeV(m/V)1/2 
determined using a relative permittivity of ~3 for pentacene.  If the electric field is larger 
than equation (5.11) would predict in the vicinity of a grain boundary, then the measured 
coefficient γ would also be larger, which cannot explain the small values of γ observed.  
Other studies by Wang et al. find Poole-Frenkel coefficients γ even smaller than 
determined here, though the values obtained here for the Poole-Frenkel coefficient γ are 
in agreement with those obtained for pBTTT a polymer that forms polycrystalline 
films[114].  As was pointed out by Murgatroyd[34], the Poole-Frenkel model 
overestimates the effect of the electric field since barrier lowering only occurs in the field 
direction.  This could account for part of the deviation.  In addition, space charge limited 
effects may also play a role in altering the expected non-linearity.   
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5.3.4 Poole-Frenkel effect observed in nonlinear ID-VD characteristics 
The Poole-Frenkel effect leads to non-linear ID-VD characteristics at low VD.  As an 
example, Figure 5.8 shows the observed ID-VD for a 3 mm long channel at 105 K.  Also 
shown is a fit to the data using Eqn. (5.7) with the experimentally-determined γ = 15.6 
µeV(m/V)1/2, mobility of 0.675 cm2/(Vs).  In order to fit the data to Eqn. 5.7, the flatband 
voltage is needed.  The onset voltage was substituted for the flat band voltage, which is 
reasonable for a semiconductor channel with little doping (see Chapter 1).    To determine 
the onset voltage, the device exhibiting the most negative drain current was used in order 
to distinguish the off current from the gate leakage current.   The drain current did not 
reach a minimum value within the gate voltage range used, so the onset voltage used was 
10 V which represents a lower bound for the actual value (see Figure 5.7).  The gate 
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leakage current did not appear to influence the drain current.    
























Figure 5.7  Drain current (black) and gate leakage current (red) for a 2 micron channel device 
measured using a VD =-40 V plotted vs. gate voltage in a semi-log plot.  A green arrow indicates the 
minimum onset voltage. 
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Figure 5.8  Drain current vs. drain voltage at fixed gate voltages for a device with L=3 µm at     
T=105 K.  Fitting performed using Eqn.(5.7) 
 
5.3.5 Density of States Determination 
The density of states at the Fermi level can be related to the change in the Fermi 
energy with respect to the valence band which is assumed to be correlated with the 
change of activation energy.  Approximating the channel as a two-dimensional layer, the 
two-dimensional density of states is: 
 
1 1
0( )( ) G ox oxF FF
G F G G
dV C C dAdn E dE
g E
dV dE e dV e dV
− −
    
= = ≈    
     
. (5.13) 
In the model described above, the activation energy is controlled by the energy 
level of the traps.  This energy level acts as a pseudo Fermi level.   
To take three-dimensional band bending into account, a model which makes 
assumptions about the band bending in the semicondutor must be used [111]. The 
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derivation starts with the assumption that the potential and field vanish at the surface of 
the pentacene film, which is reasonable as long as the film thickness is larger than the 
decay length of the potential.   
 
 
Figure 5.9  Depiction of the voltage drop over the oxide and semiconductor 






ε ε −=− = . (5.14) 
The permittivity of the semiconductor and insulator are given by sε and iε , respectively.  
The potential at the interface between dielectric and semiconductor is V0 regardless of 
drain bias.  The thickness of dielectric and semiconductor are l and d, respectively.  The 













= − . (5.15) 










 0G G FB GU V V V V= − ≈ − , (5.16) 
where VFB is the flat band voltage, is approximately the voltage drop across the dielectric.  












= −  (5.17) 
The total hole density p is assumed to be only due to charge accumulated by the gate.  In 
other words, charge due to dopants or intrinsic charge is neglected.  The total hole density 
is then 
 ( ) ( )[(1 ( )) (1 ( ))]p V N E f E eV f E dE
∞
−∞
= − − − −∫  (5.18) 
where N(E) is the density of states and f is the Fermi-Dirac probability of occupying a 
state.  By approximating the Fermi function with a step function (valid 








≈ − +  (5.19) 
Gilles Horowitz showed that the surface free hole density could be calculated if the field 
distribution inside the semiconductor was due solely to trapped charge[109].  This 
approximation can be verified later by calculation of the ratio of free charge to trapped 
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 (5.24) 
is the effective density of states in the valence band.  At room temperature, this gives a 
value of 3×1019 cm-3 given an effective hole mass equal to one electron mass.  The 
energy distribution of states in the valence band is assumed to be distributed as in a 3D 
Fermi gas.  If the conductivity in pentacene is assumed to be due only to carriers that 
have been thermally excited into the valence band, then the field-effect conductivity is 
due solely to the free charge 
 0 0( )freeeP Vσ µ= . (5.25) 
If we make the assumption that the drain bias is small, the surface free hole density does 





σ= . (5.26) 
 At temperatures 02T T≪ , Eqs. (5.22) and (5.25) show that the field effect conductivity 
is activated in temperature with activation energy 
 0F VA E E eV≈ − + . (5.27) 














 ≈     
 (5.28) 
In summary, this model reinterprets the activation energy and arrives at an expression for 
the density of states as a function of the activation energy, which is related to the band 
bending by Eq.(5.27).  The Poole-Frenkel effect can be, once again, interpreted as 
lowering this activation energy. 
  The density of states is calculated using both of t e models just described, the 2D 
model represented Eqn. (5.13) and the 3D model repres nted by Eqn. (5.28).  The result 
of the calculation for the 2D model is shown in Figure 5.10 with data for sample 1 (black) 
and sample 2 (red). 


























Figure 5.10 Density of states vs. the zero field activation energy calculated using Eqn. (5.13) 
 
The calculation using the 3D model requires an additional constant, the relative 
permittivity of the semiconductor.  The relative permittivity for pentacene in the direction 
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of transport is ~3 based on infrared ellipsometry [126] measurements and theoretical 
models[127].  Figure 5.11 shows the density of state  extracted for Sample 1 (black) and 
Sample 2 (green) as well as data from work by Kalb et al.[111] in which the same 3D 
model is used but with activation energies determined at low, but non-zero, source-drain 
field.  Our data show a similar breadth of the tail density of states as seen in that 
reference, although in our samples the transport seem  to occur at higher density of states 
and lower activation energy.     












Data from 10-9-08 (green)
Data from 11-19-08 (black)










Zero field Activation Energy (meV)
 
Figure 5.11  The density of states (DOS) extracted using Eqn. (5.28)  on two separate devices shown 
alongside with data from a recent reference[111].  
 
To compare the DOS calculated using the 2D model with that using the 3D model, we 









ε=  (5.29) 
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which, it is worth noting, is 2DL t , where LD is the Debye length and t is the 
semiconductor thickness. 


































Figure 5.12  Calculation of the density of states using the 2D and 3D model and the data taken on 
sample 2. 
 
The accumulation layer thickness is determined at room temperature for the purpose of 
this calculation.  The two models used to calculate the DOS yield about the same order of 
magnitude result.  The 2D model yields a DOS which varies less with activation energy.  
The accumulation layer thickness used varies between 0.17 and 0.4 nm at room 
temperature.  Since the length of a pentacene molecule is ~1 nm, this calculation 
indicates that the 2D model which regards all the carge traps as residing in the first 
monolayer of pentacene molecules should suffice be adequate.    
5.4 Conclusions 
 We have measured the conductance of pentacene thin-film transistors as a function of 
gate voltage, drain-source electric field, and temprature.  The conductance and therefore 
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mobility shows activated temperature dependence at low emperatures.  The activation 
energy exhibits Poole-Frenkel dependence on the electric field, i.e. decreasing linearly 
with the square-root of electric field.  The decrease of activation energy is somewhat 
weaker than predicted using the pentacene dielectric constant of ~3.  The gate-voltage 
dependence of the activation energy is used to extract the density of states as a function 
of energy below the mobility edge.  The results are in good agreement with previous 
observations.  Together, the results give a coherent picture of conductivity in pentacene 







Appendix 1: Properly accounting for acid-base interactions 
(Good’s method) 
For apolar liquids, the work of adhesion is the geom tric mean of the work of 
cohesion at both interfaces: 
 ( ) 2A i jW ij γ γ= . (A.1) 
This method is inadequate when calculations of interactions between organic 
molecules and water are considered, so Good proposed an alternative method[46].  
Good divided the work of adhesion into two components: the first,  the “Lifshitz-van 
der Waals” (LW) term, accounts for oscillating temporary dipoles, permanent dipoles, 
and induced dipoles; while the second term accounts for Lewis acid-base interactions 
such as hydrogen bonding:     
 ( ) ( ) ( )LW ABA A AW ij W ij W ij= +  (A.2) 
A Lewis acid is an electron pair acceptor such as the molecule BF3 or CHCl3 while a 
Lewis base is an electron pair donor such as ammonia.  Furthermore, hydrogen 
bonding is not the result of a dipole-dipole interaction because it results from the 
sharing of a hydrogen atom.  More formally, a hydrogen bond is by definition formed 
between an electronegative functional group of a molecule such as a carbonyl group 
and another group composed of a hydrogen atom covalently bonded to either another 
electronegative atom, as in the case of a hydroxyl group, or a electronegative 
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functional group, as in the case of a nitrile group.  Van Oss et al.  considered 
hydrogen bonding to be an example of Lewis acid/Lewis base interaction because the 
hydrogen atom acts as the Lewis acid and the electronegative group not covalently 
bound to it acts as the Lewis base[129].  In this framework, the acid-base component 
( )ABAW ij of the surface free energy is a function ofiγ
⊕ , the Lewis acid parameter of 
surface free energy and iγ
⊙  the Lewis base parameter of surface free energy.  A 
molecule can be classified as: (1) apolar, denoting that it is a poor Lewis acid and 
poor Lewis base (2) monopolar,a good Lewis acid or good Lewis base but not both 
(3) bipolar, both a good Lewis acid and Lewis base.  
C. J. van Oss et al. proposed that the work of adhesion due to acid baseinteractions 
between two bipolar phases is  
 ( )( ) 2ABA i j i jW ij γ γ γ γ⊕ ⊕= +⊙ ⊙  (A.3) 
If one of the phases, say phase i , is a poor Lewis base or poor Lewis acid than 
0iγ ≈
⊙  or 0iγ
⊕ ≈ , respectively, and, therefore, one of the two terms is zero.  If one 
of the phases is apolar, then both terms are zero. 
The total work of adhesion is then  
 ( )( ) 2 2LW LWA i j i j i jW ij γ γ γ γ γ γ⊕ ⊕= + +⊙ ⊙  (A.4) 
When Eqn. (A.3) is combined with the Young-Dupré equation, Eqn. (2.4) , a 
relationship between surface free energies and conta t angle can be determined.      
 ( ) ( )1 cos 2 LW LWLG C SG LG SG LG SG LGγ θ γ γ γ γ γ γ⊕ ⊕+ = + +⊙ ⊙ . (A.5) 
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By use of an apolar liquid the acid-base interactions can be ignored and the value of 
LW
SGγ can be determined.  The value of the acid-base components of the solid surface 
free energy, SGγ
⊕ and SGγ
⊙ , can be determined than using at least two other polar 
liquids with known values of LGγ
⊕  and LGγ
⊙ [48].  If more than two polar liquids are 
used, then the system is over determined and regression can be used to ascertain the 
acid-base components of the solid.  Then, the acid-base component of the surface free 
energy is given by 
 2ABi s sγ γ γ
⊕= ⊙ . (A.6) 
The values calculated using Good’s method in Chapter 2 Table 2 utilize the reference 
values in Table A.1 and linear regression analysis.   
 
Liquid γ  LWγ  ABγ  γ ⊕  γ ⊙  
Water 72.8 21.8 51.0 25.5 25.5 
Ethylene 
Glycol 
48.0 29.0 19.0 1.92 47.0 
Formamide 58.0 39.0 19.0 2.28 39.6 
Diiodomethane 50.8 50.8 0.0 0 0 
Table A.1 List of surface energies for five standard liquids commonly used for 






AR  Area ratio 
BC  Bottom contact 
CNT  Carbon nanotube 
CVD  Chemical vapor deposition 
CMC  Critical micellar concentration 
DOS  Density of states 
FET  Field-effect transistor 
FDTS  1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane 
HIPCO  High pressure carbon monoxide 
HMDS  Hexamethyldisilazane 
HOMO Highest occupied molecular orbital 
LUMO Lowest occupied molecular orbital 
LW  Lifshitz-van der Waals 
MWCNT  Multiwalled carbon nanotube 
OLEDs  Organic light-emitting diodes 
OTS  Octyltrichlorosilane 
P3HT  Poly(3-hexylthiophene) 
PC  Planar Contact 
PCO  Polycarbonate 
PET  Polyethylene terephthalate 
PMMA  Polymethylemethacrylate 
PS  Polystyrene 
PQT  Poly(quaterthiophene) 
PQT-12  poly(3,3’’’-didodecylquarterthiophene) 
SDS  Sodium dodecylsulfate 
SRfGT  Sheet resistance for a given transparency 
SWCNT  Single-walled carbon nanotube 
TC  Top contact 
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